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Abstract 

Microfluidics-based Lab-on-a-Chip platforms have drawn ever-increasing attention from both 

academy and industry due to their advantages for dealing with small volume of fluids and for 

integrating multiple processes into one platform [1, 2]. These advantages are the direct benefits of 

miniaturization which also brings challenges, especially in sensing and heating [3, 4]. The 

challenges are augmented in the context of droplet microfluidics because of their fast motion, 

curved interface and reduced volume (i.e. pico- to nano-liter). Droplet microfluidics utilizes water-

in-oil or oil-in-water droplets that can be generated in microchannel networks at kHz rates as 

mobilized test tubes [5]. It presents tremendous potential to serve as a tool for high throughput 

analysis that are in high demand in many areas such as material synthesis, life science research, 

pharmaceutical industry and environmental monitoring [6-8]. Many applications require 

temperature control and both fundamental and applied research need droplet sensing to assist in 

understanding droplet motion and developing techniques for manipulating droplets [9].  

Microwave sensing offers unique advantages by differentiating materials based on their electrical 

properties at high speeds [4, 10]. Moreover, it enables simultaneous heating of individual droplets 

[11]. Previous studies demonstrated the potential of microwave resonator for point of care (POC) 

applications and for simultaneous sensing and heating [10, 11]. However, neither of them has yet 

be fully realized. In addition to the technical challenges such as the use of bulky and expensive 

vector network analyzer (VNA) for sensing that limits the potential for POC applications, 

fundamental understanding of microwave heating and its coupling with droplet microfluidics is 

lacking. This thesis is designed to fill the gap with the ultimate goal of enhancing droplet 
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microfluidics as an enabling tool for a wide range of applications by realizing the full potential of 

microwave sensing and heating. 

With the goal of maximizing the capacity of droplet microfluidics serving as an enabling tool for 

many applications, this thesis focuses on exploring microwave sensing and heating for droplet 

microfluidics. The thesis started with the investigation of the coupling between microwave heating 

and droplet motion to shine light on the mechanism of microwave heating induced droplet mixing. 

Followed the improved understanding of microwave heating, on-demand droplet generation via 

microwave heating was explored and demonstrated. To realize simultaneous sensing and heating 

which is powerful for droplet microfluidics, two resonators need to be considered and the primary 

concern for two resonators in a single microfluidic chip is the crosstalk between the two resonators. 

The third chapter was designed to investigate the fundamental challenges of integrating two 

resonators within a typical microfluidic device footprint. Finally, a POC application of microwave 

sensing is demonstrated for real time detecting lead in drinking water system which has been one 

of the crisis raised recently.  
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

In today’s world, miniaturization has become a trend of advanced techniques to allow faster and 

higher efficiency of processes and contributed to the introduction of the concept of Lab on a Chip 

(LOC) [2] by leveraging the continuous flow nature of microfluidics. LOC concept refers to the 

integration and automation of multiple techniques in a small device with the size ranging from 

millimeter to centimeter, which are normally carried out in bulk laboratories [12, 13]. 

Microfluidics, an interchangeable terminology of LOC, enables the use of small amount of fluids 

to operate regular reactions and applications in small devices [2, 13]. Microfluidics featured by the 

length scale on the order of micrometer possesses significant advantages over traditional fluid 

systems such as lower consumption of reagents, shortened analysis time, and portability for POC 

applications [14, 15]. The reduction in scale also brings in confinement to the sample, which would 

result in higher resolution and sensitivity in analysis [1, 16]. The development of microfluidics has 

been stimulated by the demand from chemical and biochemical researchers and industries for tools 

that can exceed the performance of current macro-sized assays [17-19]. In the meantime, this 

miniaturization of dealing with small samples using microfluidics enables the great advances for 

various types of applications including drug delivery, materials synthesis, cell sorting, and 

materials sensing [8, 20-22].  

As the development of microfluidics at the early stages, it appears to show some disadvantages. 

The chemical and physical influence such as materials interaction and capillary forces tend to be 

more noticeable when the scale goes down to micro or millimeter sizes. Fluid mixing is however 

http://www.youdao.com/w/millimeter/#keyfrom=E2Ctranslation
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challenging in microfluidics systems due to the laminar flow nature in microfluidics devices and 

is usually dominated by diffusion resulting in a very slow process [23, 24]. The materials 

interaction may also lead to the cross contamination resulting in the imprecise results. And these 

disadvantages make microfluidics-based devices not perform as efficient as traditional lab 

equipment which could be one of the reasons contributing to the fact that the industrial scale has 

not matched with the numerous microfluidics innovations reported.  

One of the emerged solutions to tackle these disadvantages is droplet microfluidics. Droplet 

microfluidics is also termed as two phases flow which employs two immiscible fluid to generate 

droplets in microchannel by injecting one into another fluid [5]. The droplets can serve as 

mobilized reaction tubes allowing for big reductions in reagent volume (i.e. l to nl or even pl) 

and reaction time [25]. A dominated advantage of using droplets as reactors for various assays is 

that its contact with solid walls is eliminated by a thin film of the carrier fluid, which minimizes 

the problems caused by adsorption of the dissolved components on the channel walls, and increases 

the efficiency of chemical reactions [26]. Since droplets are isolated and protected by the 

immiscible phase, droplets can serve as encapsulated cargos for cells, particles, or biomolecules 

(DNA, proteins, metabolites); can be a microreactor for chemical or biological synthesis; and can 

be used for biosensing and a broad range of applications [5, 27-29]. Nowadays, using droplet 

microfluidics can address the aforementioned fundamental problems encountered in conventional 

microfluidics [30].  

For most applications, reliable droplet generation marks the initial and important step, which is 

expected to have stable and predictable outcomes [31, 32]. A well-controlled droplet generation 

process is required for various applications [31]. Rapid droplet mixing with accurate control is of 
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vital importance for initializing reactions and increasing reaction rate in various applications [23]. 

Two main methods, passive and active methods, have been developed for droplet generation and 

mixing [31, 33]. Passive methods generally utilize the change in the applied pressures or 

geometries of the microchannel to manipulate droplets with the constant pressure actuation to the 

fluids, while active methods often employ external sources such as electric and magnetic forces or 

acoustic wave to disturb droplet motion at a certain frequency (non-constant actuation) [34, 35].  

Passive and active methods own their advantages and disadvantages. Passive methods can 

manipulate a huge number of droplets offering high throughput with the cost of low robustness in 

general because of the coupling physics between the applied pressures and droplet motion through 

the carrier fluids [25]. However precise control of individual droplets becomes challenging 

because any design flaws, fabrication defects and pressure fluctuations would affect the designed 

functionality [35]. Active methods however can work with individual droplets offering additional 

control over each function with the cost of complicating the hardware system [35]. In droplet 

microfluidics, each droplet can serve as a single unit for reacting and storage purposes, therefore 

the control over individual droplets can benefit the precision of the process and improve system 

efficiency. Active methods hence are good candidates to well manipulate droplets and droplet 

motions [35, 36]. Furthermore, a series of active methods can be integrated and connected together 

to realize an automatic microfluidic systems. As more versatile and complex applications including 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR), molecule synthesis, enzyme kinetic, and cell cultures have been 

purposed and developed, precise and automatic controls for droplet microfluidics are needed to fit 

the new challenges and requirements from these applications [21, 37]. Therefore, it is important to 

develop proper active methods for droplet manipulation. And fundamental study of the active 
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methods can benefit to understand the working mechanism in order to provide strategies to better 

design and control the process. 

Besides droplet manipulations, there are other functions which are required for applications based 

on LOC applications. Heating is a general requirement for various application including PCR and 

materials synthesis to provide energy to meet the reaction conditions [38]. Also heating methods 

can serve as active methods motioned above for droplet generation and mixing [39]. Many LOC 

devices have been employed for POC use to provide quick and precise diagnose which requires 

sensing function for LOC systems [40]. Sensing in the system can acquire materials information 

including materials temperature, concentration, droplet size and rate, and reaction information [41-

43]. Conventional materials detection methods such as mass spectroscopy, atomic adsorption 

spectroscopy, or high performance liquid chromatography suffer from the shortcoming including 

high cost, bulk size, tedious sample preparation and requirement for professional personnel, which 

limit the use of these methods for real-time and in-situ detection [44]. The realization of 

microfluidics system with sensing performance can offer a low cost and portable way for real-time 

and in-situ detection applications [44].  

With more tasks assigned to microfluidics systems, they are required to carry out multiple tasks at 

the same time. When applying sensing and other functions in a microfluidics device, selective 

process can be realized which is indeed desired for some applications. Microwave is an 

electromagnetic wave and the frequency ranges from 0.3 to 300 GHz, corresponding to wavelength 

from 1 mm to 1 m [45]. The miniaturization of microwave devices enables the combination of 

itself and microfluidics systems. Microwave can realize heating function in microfluidics systems 

if applying proper conditions such as certain microwave frequency, which can be characterized by 
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microwave sensing [11]. Microwave heating can serve as an active method to induce droplet 

manipulations [46]. Microwave heating has great advantages over traditional thermal methods and 

it can selectively heat droplets leaving the surrounding carrier fluid unheated according to different 

dielectric properties [45]. Moreover, microwave heating exhibits strong localization and features 

fast heating and cooling [11, 47], which enables pulse heating because heating stops once the 

power is off. Microwave can also be used for sensing purposes and a well-designed microwave 

sensor is able to detect materials based on their electoral properties including permittivity and 

conductivity for sensing purposes [48]. 

In this thesis, the target lies on the development of microwave technology with microfluidic 

platforms for sensing and heating. At the beginning, the fundamental study is carried out to 

investigate microwave heating induced droplet mixing, which is a multi-physics phenomena 

involving the coupling of electromagnetic field, fluid flow and heat transfer within moving 

droplets. The understanding of droplet mixing induced by microwave heating inspires us to carry 

out the on demand droplet generation realized by microwave heating. The active microwave 

method enables the on demand droplet generation process by using microwave heating to induce 

Laplace pressure change at the interface. And in order to realize the multiple functions in a single 

microfluidic chips, two resonators are put together in a single chip. The challenges of integrating 

two or more microwave resonators within a typical microfluidic device footprint (i.e. 1”x3”) are 

investigated. Finally a sensing application is then performed to realize real-time detection of heavy 

metals based on a microfluidic platform. Gold nanoparticles have been used to modify the surface 

of microwave sensor to enhance sensing performance. And a portable VNA is used to justify that 

this method can serve as real time sensing platform. The accomplishment of this thesis 

fundamentally and practically contributes to the field of microfluidics with the cooperation of 
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microwave technology by 1) developing and understanding the microwave heating as an active 

methods to induce droplet mixing and generation; 2) investigating the conditions for a microfluidic 

system to realize multiple microwave functions i.e. heating and sensing, simultaneously; 3) 

discovering the potential to use microwave as a sensing method to monitor the environments 

pollution levels in real time. 

 1.2. Thesis outline 

Chapter 2 exhibits the literature review regarding to microfluidics and microwave including the 

fundamental studies and practical applications. At the beginning, it gives an overall introduction 

about microfluidics followed by droplet microfluidics. The physical view of droplet microfluidics 

is presented to show the fundamental of droplet microfluidics. Active and passive methods for 

droplet motion including droplet generation and mixing are then discussed which are important 

for many related applications. Sensing and heating are required for microfluidics as more and more 

applications have been developed. The following session introduces the sensing and heating 

methods especially the microwave technology which can be used for droplet sensing and heating. 

Chapter 3 introduces the experimental and numerical methodology used in this thesis. 

Experimental methods include microfluidic chips fabrication, microwave resonator fabrication and 

materials and equipments. Numerical part presents the governor equation, boundary and initial 

conditions using Ansys Fluent and HFSS. 

Chapter 4 exhibits the work related to numerically investigation of the effects of temperature-

dependent fluid properties including viscosity, density, diffusivity, and interfacial tension, on 

heating induced mixing. A model including a spiral resonator integrated with a microchannel with 
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aqueous droplets moving with a carrier oil is considered. The electromagnetic field is calculated 

in Ansys HFSS and calculated energy field is imported to Ansys Fluent where flow and tracer 

concentration field is calculated. In this work, the dominated role of interfacial tension in 

microwave induced droplet mixing is demonstrated. 

Chapter 5 follows the work in last session to present a work using microwave to induce droplet 

generation. This work focuses on developing the on-demand droplet generation mediated by 

microwave heating which generates disturbance to the interface by reducing the interfacial tension. 

The microwave heater is capable of confining power into a small region realizing localized heating 

which is advantageous for controlling droplet generation on-demand because the temperature of 

the fluid can be increased or decreased quickly. The relationship between generation time and 

droplet volume is discussed in this session.   

Chapter 6 demonstrates the strategies to construct a double microwave resonators system based on 

microfluidic system. To fully realize the potential of simultaneous droplet sensing and heating, at 

least two resonators with one sensing the droplet and the other heating it are needed. But the 

crosstalk between resonators limit the number of resonators. In order to prevent crosstalk, 

numerical simulation and experimental studies are carried out to investigate the limitation of the 

distance between two adjacent resonators as well as the resonator design. An optimized distance 

between two resonators is suggested. 

Chapter 7 introduces an application related to lead detection based on a microfluidic platform with 

microwave sensing. As it becomes serious for heavy metals pollution, it is necessary and impactful 

to construct early monitor and warning for lead standard in water to prevent any damage to human 

health. The sensor is based on a microfluidic platform with microwave sensor integrated and 
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nanomaterials are used to modify the sensor for an enhanced performance. Tap water is used in 

the experiment to show that this method is eligible to detect lead amount in real samples. The 

utilization of a portable NanoVNA is used to carry out detection and demonstrates the portability 

of this method to be widely used for real time sensing.   

Chapter 8 summarizes the work in this thesis and lists the contribution of this thesis to the 

fundamental and practical research. It also discusses the future development of microfluidics with 

microwave technology as well as the potential to use for biochemical applications.  
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 

In this chapter, a comprehensive literature review used to accomplish this thesis is presented. At 

the beginning, this chapter exhibits an introduction about microfluidics in terms of physical 

understanding, droplet manipulation, and relative applications. Followed by this, heating and 

sensing functions in microfluidics have been introduced. In particular, the utilization of microwave 

heating and sensing with microfluidics are introduced.  

2.1. Microfluidics introduction 

Microfluidic system is regarded as a promising interdisciplinary platform and has been developed 

well for several decades [9]. The development of microfluidic system is driven by the demand to 

scale down volumes and channel sizes from chemical and biochemical researchers. They prefer to 

realize reactions and analysis with minimized amounts of reactants to save processing time or to 

perform special experiments such as studying the kinetics of particular chemical reactions, 

fabricating special materials, and screening biological properties [7, 49-52]. Lab on a Chip (LOC) 

is a related concept referring to a microfluidic platform for research work and practical application 

with a controlled condition and a series of fluid operation [50]. In such a system, microfluidics is 

capable to operate conventional laboratory tasks with big reduction of reaction time and sample 

use in microliters and milliliters scales.  

Among microfluidics classifications, two-phase microfluidics, otherwise known as droplet 

microfluidics has gained more attention for fundamental study and practical application [5]. The 

use of droplets in the microfluidic system allows reductions in the sample volume and procedure 

time. And one of the key changes of droplet microfluidics over the single phase flow is the thin 

http://www.youdao.com/w/in%20particular/#keyfrom=E2Ctranslation
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film formed by the carrier fluid between the channel wall and the droplets when a good wetting 

condition is applied [53]. In this way, cross contamination could be avoided and the fluid motion 

inside the droplet is enhanced, which could increase the reaction rate [54]. The laminar flow in 

microfluidic devices makes it difficult to achieve the efficient mixing in microfluidic devices. In a 

single phase flow device as shown in Figure 2.1(a), mixing is slow with two streams being injected 

into a channel flow side-by-side by diffusion. Also, the dispersion of solutes along the channel is 

large. However, as shown in Figure 2.1(b), by employing the droplet microfluidic systems, both 

problems above could be overcome. In droplet microfluidics system, due to high surface to volume 

ration, mass and heat transfer happens in a short time and distance resulting in a higher reaction 

efficiency [55]. Another advantage of the two phase system is the good manipulation of the 

droplets [56]. Because the droplets are isolated by the immiscible carrier phase, each droplets can 

serve as a single microreactor for different purposes [57]. And individual control or manipulation 

over droplets including merging, splitting, and mixing can be realized by passive methods or active 

methods [5]. 

Figure 2.1. Comparison of a typical A + B reaction (a) single Phase flow case (b) Two phase flow case 

[52] 
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2.2. Physical view of droplet microfluidics 

Dimensionless Number  

Two-phase microfluidic flows are generated when two immiscible fluids or partially miscible 

fluids are injected to microfluidic devices [9]. The carrier fluid is named as continuous phase flow 

and the droplet fluid is called the disperse phase. At the beginning of the introduction for the two-

phase flow, it is appropriate to clearly explain the physical ingredients for the two-phase flow. A 

balance exists in two-phase flow among four primary forces; interfacial tension, viscous shear, 

inertia and buoyancy. The effect of these forces is qualified by the combination of dimensionless 

numbers [58]. The group of those dimensionless numbers describes the relative importance of 

different forces between the two fluids. The definition, equation, and scaling of size of the Grashof 

number, Bond number, Reynolds number, Weber number, and Capillary number are summarized 

in the following  

Table 2.1 [16, 59].  In the equations, L [m] stands for characteristic length-scale; 𝜌 [kg/m3] is the 

fluid density; 𝛽 [1/K] is the coefficient of thermal expansion; ∆𝑇 [K] is the temperature difference; 

∆𝜌 [kg/m3] is the density difference; g [m/s2] refers to the gravitational acceleration; U [m/s] is 

the fluid velocity; 𝜇 [Pa·s] is the fluid viscosity; and 𝛾 [N/m] is the interfacial tension. The droplet 

based microfluidic system features by the high surface to volume ration and low flow velocities, 

and the role of inertia and gravity is not significant compared with the viscous force and interfacial 

tension. To study the manipulation and control of two-phase flow, more focus will be on the 

Capillary number other than the Grashof, Bond, Reynold and Weber numbers. The Capillary 

number is the competition between the viscous force and interfacial tension. The viscous force 

tends to elongate the interface, while the surface tension is working to minimize the surface area. 
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Droplet formation is often categorized into different regimes based on the Capillary number. Some 

other dimensionless number such as viscosities ratio, and flow rate ratio also influence the droplet 

motions.   

Table 2.1. Summary of the dimensionless number 

Dimensionless Definition Equation Scaling 

Grashof Buoyancy/viscous 
𝐿3𝜌2𝛽∆𝑇

𝜇2
 3 

Bond Graitational/Interfacial 
𝐿2∆𝜌𝑔

𝛾
 2 

Reynolds Inertia/Viscous 
𝜌𝑈𝐿

𝜇
 1 

Weber Inertia/Interfacial 
𝜌𝑈2𝐿

𝛾
 1 

Capillary Viscous/Interfacial 
𝜇𝑈

𝛾
 0 

 

Two-phase droplet based microfluidic system shows great difference in macro and micro 

scales. In micro scale, the close proximity of the walls strongly influences the fluid dynamics. 

Droplets confinement suppresses hydrodynamic instabilities from forming, and also influences 

on the global pressures and flow fields. To realize the analytical approximation, the scaling 

arguments are performed based on a balance of drag, and viscous force, as well as lubricant 

theory for fluid flow [60, 61]. 
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Interfacial tension wetting surfactant 

As discussed above, Capillary number is significant in micro scale two-phase flow system. 

Interfacial tension becomes a dominant property when the length scale is reduced to the micro 

scale. When two immiscible fluid flows are generated in the microchannel, two interfaces 

between fluid-fluid and fluid-wall arise. The origin of the stability and definition of the droplets 

lies in the interfacial tension. And this is one of the improvement for two-phase flow system 

over the single-phase flow [61, 62]. Interfacial tension arises because of an imbalance of forces 

on fluid molecules near the interface when two immiscible phases come in contact. Interior 

molecules are completely surrounded by molecules of the same type. However, at the interface 

the molecules are exposed to both phases and the attractive force of its own molecules creates 

a net force that draws the molecules inwards. This force is in turn balanced by the fluids 

resistance to compression. As a consequence of the force balance, the interface attempts to 

minimize its surface energy by reducing interfacial area and ends up taking on a spherical 

shape. And this spherical shape results in a pressure difference across the interface which is 

the Young Laplace pressure. It can be written as ∆P = γ ∗  (
1

𝑅1
+

1

𝑅2
). ∆P [Pa] is the pressure 

difference across the fluid interface. The γ [N/m] is defined as interfacial tension. R1 [m] and 

R2 [m] are the radius of curvature [63]. 

Wettability should be put in considerations because a good wetting condition is important for 

the droplet motion. There are normally two wetting conditions. One condition refers to one 

liquid perfectly wets the wall and separates the other liquid from the wall. The other one is 

both liquids partly wetting the wall with an equilibrium angle. The contact angle between the 

fluids with the substrate represents its wettability. Figure 2.2 [64] illustrates the contact angle 
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between three phases, which are solid, liquid and vapor. Young’s equation is used to show the 

nature of their relationship. Because of the close proximity of the walls to the liquid, the wetting 

condition plays an important role in the droplet formation and manipulation. With a low 

wetting condition, droplets can get stuck as the two phases flip between the wetting walls and 

device operation is completely irreproducible. With a good condition, where the continue 

phase perfectly wets the channel wall, there is a thin film between the wall and disperse phase, 

which helps to lubricate the motion and prevent the cross contamination. PDMS is widely used 

for microfluidic chip and hydrophobic naturally. It turns to hydrophilic after the plasma 

treatment for bonding which is unideal for the droplet formation. Several methods including 

the thermal method, chemical method can be applied to turn it back to hydrophobic [46, 65, 

66]. 

 

Figure 2.2. Young’s Equation [64] 

Surfactant 

In droplet based microfluidic system, surfactants are added to system to generate stable droplet 

and stabilize droplets against coalescence [67]. With the surfactant added in the microfluidic 

device, interfacial tension can be greatly lowered. The critical micelle concentration (CMC) is an 
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important term for surfactant above which micelles form and additional surfactants added to the 

system become micelles. To have a stable interface and avoid the surface tension gradients at the 

interface, the surfactant concentrate should be above the CMC. 

2.3. Droplet manipulation 

2.3.1. Droplet generation 

The starting point for droplet based microfluidic system is the droplet generation. When the 

continuous phase fluid and disperse phase fluid are injected into the microchannel, droplet can be 

generated when applying the suitable experimental condition. Based on the mechanism of 

generation method, it can be categorized into passive methods and active methods [31]. Among 

those methods, passive methods always make the use of the change of the pressure or the structure 

of the microchannel to manipulate the droplets. Besides, active methods employ the external 

source to influence the droplet motion [35].  

Passive method 

Among the passive methods, there are typically three different channel structures used in 

microfluidics which are T-junction, flow-focusing and co-flowing [27], shown in Figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.3. Three structures of generators A: T-junction B: Flow-focusing C: Co-flowing. Lowercase a is 

the sketch of each structure. Lowercase b and c show the different design or regime of these generators 

[27]. 

T-junction structure for droplet generation has been widely used since 2001 [26, 66]. The 

continuous phase and disperse phase are injected from two different channel which are 

perpendicular to each other. Droplets are generated at the two phase interface as a result of the 

shear force and interfacial tension. The generation process including the droplet size and frequency 

is determined by the flow rate ratio, viscosity ratio, and channel size [26]. The geometry of T-

junction is shown in Figure 2.3-A.  

The flow focusing structure in Figure 2.3-B has always been used to generate the spherical 

monodisperse droplets [68, 69]. Different from the T-junction, there are three main channels 

involved in the generation process. The disperse phase is injected in the middle channel and the 

continuous phase is injected from two vertical channel to squeeze the disperse phase.  The disperse 

phase then becomes narrow and forms droplets because of the shear stress at the orifice. In 

compaction with the T-junction, droplets are usually generated in the flow focusing structure 

instead of the plugs due to the confinement of disperse phase in the main channel [26]. The 
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generation process including the droplet size and frequency is also determined by the flow rates 

ratio, viscosity ration, and channel size. 

Co-flowing design in Figure 2.3-C is another method to generate the monodisperse droplets for 

two-phase flow. Droplets are generated as the disperse phase injected from a needle or a capillary 

in to the co-flowing continuous phase [70, 71].  Droplets in the co-flowing device can be generated 

at the beginning of the capillary or far from the tubing.   

Active method 

The passive methods generating droplets are mostly based on the competition between interfacial 

tension and viscous stresses. Besides of passive methods, active methods can also be used for 

droplet generation. Compared with the passive method, active methods tend to provide more 

control over the droplet generation by applying external energy to facilitate interfacial instabilities 

for droplet generation [31]. There are more flexibility to adjust droplet size and production rate 

and there are chances for some cases to realize on demand droplet generation.  Active methods 

usually are employed to induce droplet generation either by apply external force or by using 

external source to change intrinsic force [31]. External force can be added to the microfluidic 

system by using external elements to produce electric and magnetic field [72-75]. Tan et.al have 

utilized electrodes with high frequency AC control to realize droplet generation and enabled the 

droplet to be generated at milliseconds [76]. The thermal control technique is straightforward to 

change fluid properties including interfacial tension or viscosity and achieved using the integrated 

microheater to induce temperature change [39, 77]. Optical methods can also provide methods to 

disturb the interface by induce fluid pressure change or change interfacial tension [78, 79]. Park 

et.al. used the laser to induce rapid cavitation bubble to change fluid pressure and thus generate 

http://www.youdao.com/w/intrinsic/#keyfrom=E2Ctranslation
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high throughput droplets and in this process droplet size and generation rate can be tuned by 

adjusting laser position and power [78]. Cordero et al. have reported the use of a laser beam to 

generate different optical patterns that were able to localize heating at the desired locations for 

generating and directing droplets [79]. 

2.3.2. Droplet mixing 

Droplets are not only used as a carrier for material but also served as a reactor [80, 81]. Rapid 

mixing inside the droplets is crucial for many microfluidic applications including chemical 

reaction and biochemical synthesis [82, 83] with the help of accelerating the reaction rate and 

increasing the reaction efficiency. As discussed before, single phase flow is limited by the low 

efficient mixing, and mixing is a big challenge in microchannel to overcome the interfacial forces. 

It has been reported that the rapid mixing is based on chaotic flow [2] and turbulent flow [84]. 

However, in droplet based microfluidic devices, the flow is always characterized by a low 

Reynolds (Re) number due to the dominance of viscous forces and laminar flow [2, 83, 84]. 

Molecular diffusion usually dominates mixing in microfluidics, which is a slow and inefficient 

process [2].  

Passive method 

Benefit from two-phase flow, droplets in the microchannel can achieve the equal recirculation 

vortices and mixing happens in each half inside the droplets. However, each half in the droplet 

remain unmixed. To achieve the internal mixing in droplets, the passive methods tend to generate 

the chaotic flow by varying microchannel structures. Passive methods provide a simple way to 

achieve the mixing inside the droplet by making the channel geometry complex, for example the 
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Zig-zag structure [85], serpentine design [19], or with grooves [86] or blocks [87] on the bottom 

wall. The chaotic advection is achieved due to the different circulation in different half of the 

droplets. For the half close to the inner arc of the serpentine channel, the circulation is smaller 

compared with the other half. And many simulation work related to the passive methods for mixing 

are presented, for example Muradoglu et al. studied the mixing process in the microchannel with 

a sinusoidal mixer and analyzed the influence of Capillary number (Ca), viscosity ratio, droplet 

size and Re number on mixing [83]. Wang et al. focused on analyzing the detailed mixing 

mechanism of droplets in the serpentine structure [88]. They demonstrated that the asymmetrical 

circulations led to the occurrence of fluid reorientation and the best mixing performance happened 

when droplet size was comparable with the microchannel geometry.   

Active method 

Active methods cause the droplet mixing based on the same principle as passive methods - 

inducing the chaotic flow. In our group, microwave induced thermal-capillary mixing has been 

achieved. This microwave heating induces non-uniform Marangoni stresses on the interface, which 

results in three-dimensional motion inside the droplet and thus fast mixing. Here is another 

promising method for mixing, which is alternating, preferably periodical switching of the flow 

from a high to a low flow rate [89]. By using this method, the mixing is achieved by a pulsation 

of the whole stream. The acoustic method has also been employed for promoting the mixing in 

microfluidic system. The air bubble in the liquid medium could serve as the actuator, and when 

acoustically driven, the membranes (liquid/air interfaces) of these trapped bubbles started to 

oscillate [82, 90]. The strong pressure and fluctuations of velocity are induced by the bubble 

oscillation, which results in the fast mixing of the flowing fluids. The electrowetting is also 
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developed for mixing inside the droplets. The multiple electrode arrays are used to improve the 

effective for merging droplets to lead a fast mixing [91]. 

2.4. Applications 

Droplet microfluidics has grown to be a hot topic in the past decades and there is a growing number 

of published papers regarding to droplet microfluidics [9]. In droplet microfluidics systems, they 

hold the promise to provide a platform to carry out the conventional chemical or biochemical 

processes in individual droplets. A big mass and thermal transfer rate due to high surface to volume 

ratio allows a high reaction efficiency and the small scale footprint enables the portability of the 

entire systems and the reduction of sample use. These offer droplet microfluidics much potential 

to be used for chemical and biochemical applications.  

One of the wide-use applications for microfluidics is the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). A PCR 

process is an enabling technology for biological applications to amplify DNA with high efficiency 

at certain temperature. Conventional PCR process is carried out in a bulk device which is limited 

by spatial constraints and a slow thermal ramp rate. It also suffers from the disadvantages about 

sample preparations, which needs to isolate purified nucleic acid templates from a population of 

cells [37]. This process increases the risk for sample loss and contaminations. Droplet 

microfluidics have dominated advantages to be used as platform for PCR, which even better than 

other microfluidic system like single phase microfluidics. Droplet microfluidic is able to use less 

sample volume and shorter reaction time to carry out PCR due to the reduction in thermal mass 

[37]. Each individual droplets isolated by carrier fluid can avoid the cross contamination. Droplet 

microfluidics can also offer efficient mixing and rapid heating methods to benefit the PCR process 

and integrated sensors in droplet microfluidics can be used for diagnose purposes. Hindson et al. 
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have present a high-throughput droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) system, which is able to process about 

2 million PCR reactions using TaqMan assays and a 96-well plate workflow [92]. Schuler et al. 

demonstrated an integrated system which is compatible to mass fabrication and combines 

emulsification, PCR and fluorescence readout in a single chamber [38].  

Droplet microfluidics can also be employed to carry out tasks for life science research. Each 

droplet is separated and protected by carrier oil and is the functional equivalent of an independent 

culture for cells [93]. Droplet microfluidics used for cell culture can compete with tradition 96 or 

24-well plates due to low risk for contamination and sample use. In each droplets, encapsulated 

cells can stay viable for design periods and additional cell-based assays can be carried out on chip 

[8]. Yu et al. have developed a droplet microfluidics system which can be used to form alginate 

beads with entrapped breast tumor cells [94]. Zhao et.al exhibited a work to realize droplet based 

3D cell culture method with droplet array attached on the sidewall of a PDMS piece. The 

realization of this 3D cell culture avoid cells from adhering on the chip surface and also allow 

many operation to be performed on chip [95]. Schlicht et al. have utilized droplet microfluidics 

systems to produce artificial lipid bilayers. This platform allow the controlled positioning and 

storage of droplets and is able carry out on chip droplet-interface-bilayer assays to mimic cell 

membrane processes [96].  

Droplet microfluidics can also take the tasks to carry out materials detection with low sample 

amount use, small devices and precise liquid handling [97]. Droplet microfluidics can offer a 

compact and miniaturized system to detect droplet contents with integrated sensors or detection 

devices such as mass spectrometry, fluorescence spectrometry, and Raman spectrometry [98-100]. 

Kim et al. have developed 4-cyno-4-pentylbiphenyl droplets used for glucose detection. The 
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functionalized droplets can detect glucose at concentrations as low as 0.3 mM in about 3 min and 

show a good selectivity towards galactose [101]. Hsieh et al. have reported a DNA detection 

methods based on droplet microfluidics. This work is able to capture the mutants and dynamic 

hybridization process of DNA relying on a fluorescence resonance energy transfer biomarker, 

Molecular beacon (MB). The detection is based on analyzing the change of the FRET signal of 

MB-DNA duplex. The presence of target DNA can be detected within seconds using this methods.  

There are other applications based on droplet microfluidics including imaging, drug deliver, 

enzyme kinetic analyzing [7, 102-104]. Droplet microfluidics tend to play more and more 

important roles in many areas of science research and practical applications. Therefore more 

advanced functions and technology are required to be developed for droplet microfluidics to meet 

the new requirements and challenges.  

2.5. Heating in microfluidics 

The development of microfluidics system aims to construct it a platform for many chemical and 

biochemical applications. As we have discussed in last part, sensing in microfluidics plays an 

important role for researchers to acquire materials information including speed, concentration, 

pressure or temperature to better control the entire process in microfluidics. Besides sensing of 

microfluidics, heating is another key function which is required for many applications. The 

utilization of PCR can duplicate DNA with high efficiency and is a crucial method for biochemical 

detection. The realization of PCR requires at least three temperature points, e.g. 95oC, 65oC, 73oC, 

to precisely product duplicated DNA materials. As we have mentioned above, some active 

methods are employed to realize droplet microfluidics manipulation including generation, mixing 

or merging. Among those methods, thermal methods are used to induce materials change such as 
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interfacial tension, viscosity to realize droplet manipulation. There are some other applications in 

microfluidics systems which also requires a heating process to initiate or accelerate including 

thermal induced nanomaterials synthesis, temperature gradient induced electrophoresis. 

Traditional methods for droplet heating in microfluidic system always combine with the bulk 

external heating source including the laser technique [105], joule heating [106, 107], and 

macroscopic peltier elements [108] and endothermal chemical reactions [109].  

2.6. Microwave Heating 

Besides these methods for heating, the microwave method for droplet heating is a fundamentally 

different approach because of its preferential heating capability and non-contact delivery energy. 

Microwave is an electromagnetic wave and the frequency ranges from 0.3 to 300 GHz, 

corresponding to wavelength from 1 mm to 1 m [45]. Materials with different dielectric properties 

can be heated using microwave by converting electromagnetic energy to heat. Microwave heating 

for materials is based on the mechanism that molecules tend to align themselves with the applied 

electric field and thus cause the dipolar loss [110]. Microwave heating is volumetric and can 

selectively heating materials based on their dielectric properties, which means that microwave 

power is directly delivered to the fluid in the microfluidics device with little adsorption from the 

substrate material. Another unique advantages needs to mention is the faster heating rate and 

cooling rate. These allow microwave heating to serve as pulse heating, because heating stops once 

the power is off. Benefiting from the nature of inertialess, enhanced thermos-cycling rates and 

reduced reaction time are realized compared with traditional heating methods. Microwave heating 

has been used for PCR [111] and also employed by the measurement of enzymatic activity [21], 

investigation of the thermophoresis [5], chemical separation [11]. The integration of microwave 

http://www.youdao.com/w/molecule/#keyfrom=E2Ctranslation
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technology with microfluidics allows a fast and efficient heating method for small amount of 

volume fluids [112].  Shah et al. have utilized a thin film microwave transmission line in a coplanar 

waveguide configuration to be integrated in a PDMS based microfluidic device for heating 

purpose. The fluid passing through the selected microchannel region can be heated at a rate of 

95°C mW−1 at 15 GHz frequency [113]. Issadore et al. have demonstrated a work to use 

microwave to heat individual droplets based on the unique character of microwave, which can 

selectively heat materials [45]. The key parts for their system include a flow-focusing 

microchannel structure for generation, and metal electrodes which receives microwave power from 

a commercially available source and amplifier. A temperature rise of 30°C can be achieved within 

15 ms by using this demonstrated method. To fully realize the potential of microwave heating in 

microfluidic systems, Shaw et al. have presented a work to carry out PCR relying on microwave 

heating in microfluidic systems [114]. In the heating system with air impingement for cooling, it 

can realize a heating and cooling rate up to 65°C/s. And as PCR requires very precise temperature 

control, in this work the temperature can be accurately maintained within 0.1°C when reaching 

target temperature. This microfluidic with microwave heating system allows 28 cycles PCR in 42 

minutes. Koziej et al. have demonstrated a microwave heating method in microfluidic system to 

heat non-aqueous droplets at frequency 700-900 MHz [115]. A highest temperature of 50°C can 

be achieved in 15 ms. In this work, an infrared camera is used to record the microwave heating 

process and shows the dielectric heating process. This work lights up the way for synthesis of 

metal oxides in microfluidic systems by heating of benzyl alcohol droplets. The authors 

demonstrated the utilization of this microwave heating methods for metal oxide nanoparticles 

synthesis, achieving crystallization of tungsten oxide nanoparticles and remarkable microstructure, 

with a reaction time of 64 ms. 
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2.7. Sensing in microfluidics 

Sensing in the droplet based microfluidic system is an important part which helps to identify the 

droplets and acquire droplet information such as concentration or temperature. In the previous 

section, the methods and mechanism for the droplet manipulation and motions are introduced. As 

the development of microfluidics, to fit the requirements for multiple applications related to the 

biochemical engineering and chemical engineering using microfluidics, there are needs for people 

to develop sensing methods to detect materials contents in microfluidics systems. So far, a lot of 

methods have been listed as electrical and optical methods [116].  

Among those methods, optical methods are widely used for sensing microfluidics. Optical methods 

tend to rely on the materials with specific optical properties and track optical signal change 

including fluorescence intensity, UV intensity, refractive index, light adsorption, color change, and 

ramen intensity. For fluorescence methods, the fluorescence dye with a fluorescence microscopy 

is employed as marked and visualized tool for optical methods. The detection is based on the 

interaction of fluorophore and analyte, which leads to a change in the physicochemical properties 

of fluorophore including fluorescence intensity, lifetime and anisotropy. Alizadeh et.al have 

purposed a method for fluorescent sensing of dopamine (DA) with high selectivity and sensitivity 

by using self-synthetized polymer dots (Pdots) [117]. The synthesized Pdots shows a strong 

fluorescence intensity, and the addition of DA can trigger a remarkable fluorescence quenching 

based on inner filter effect and static quenching effect. They finally realize a detection range for 

DA from 0.001 μM - 900 μM. For further application, this detection method can be used for 

inaging DA in single living PC12 cells based on droplet microfluidics systems. Rane et al. have 

utilized a peptide nucleic acid fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) probe to detect the 
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existence of 16s rRNA in pathogenic cells [118]. The detection is based on a droplet microfluidic 

chip to realize the amplification-free detection of single pathogenic cells. The realization of their 

work with pathogen samples with intact pathogenic cells shows the promise for clinic diagnostic 

with this platform. Streptavidin-biotin has a strong binding performance and it is always important 

to understand the kinetics of this reaction. Srisa-art et.al present a study to investigate the 

streptavidin−biotin binding kinetics in a droplet microfluidic platform [119]. In the experiments, 

Alex Fluor 488 is conjugated with streptavidin to serve as energy donor and the acceptor is Alexa 

Fluor 647 with biotin. The binding kinetics between streptavidin and biotin are observed and 

investigated through FRET. Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a surface-sensitive 

technique. Raman scattering can be strengthened by either materials with nanostructures or 

molecules adsorbing on rough metal surfaces [120]. The combination of SERS and microfluidics 

system can not only improve the SERS performance because previous SERS process are 

performed on a large scale in the laboratory with human error, now can be applied in microfluidics 

with automatic and reproducible manner, but also offer a sensitive optical sensing methods for 

small amounts of materials. Gold nanoparticles and Mercury ions have a strong binding 

performance which can contribute to SERS sensing. Wang et al. have demonstrated that using this 

method to detect Hg2+ in a droplet based microfluidic system [120]. The detection of Rhodamine 

B (RB) SERS signal is carried out under the presence and absence of Hg2+. When RB molecules 

are adsorbed on gold nanoparticles, there is an enhancement in the SERS signal. But as the 

involvement of Hg2+, some of the RB molecules are released from Au-NPs resulting in a 

decreasing in SERS signal, and this is related to Hg2+ concentration. Raman spectrum is sharp and 

easy to resolve, which makes it really convenient to analyze sample content and realize a limit of 

detection (LOD) 500 ppt by using this approach.  
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Electrical methods are another common methods being used in microfluidic systems, which deal 

with the electric signal instead of optical signal. In the past decades, tons of literature which are 

related to heavy metals detection using electrochemical methods in microfluidics devices have 

been published [44, 121]. The mechanism is based on the movement of electrons on the electrodes 

surface. Electrical signal is detected to distinguish heavy metals ions based on their different redox 

potential using electrochemical methods [122-124]. Subramanian et al. have demonstrated to use 

a microfluidic device with radial structure allowing electro kinetic preconcentration by ion 

concentration polarization (ICP) and coupled with an electroactive surface for Arsenic sensing 

[125]. There are two steps for arsenic sensing here starting from giving a stipulated external DC 

voltage to the platinum wire put in the micropipette tip with sample to induce ICP. Linear sweep 

voltammetry for electrochemical sensing is operated after the ICP procedures in order to reduce 

the noise effect from ICP procedure on the working electrode for electrochemical sensing process. 

Finally 1 ppb LOD is achieved using this method for Arsenic detection. Elbuken et al. have 

purposed a method to detect the presence of droplet, droplet size and speed using capacitive sensors 

based on microfluidics devices [41]. Coplanar electrodes are employed to integrate with 

microfluidic channel and to form a capacitance. When a droplet passes through the sensor areas, 

the resulted change in the capacitance is monitored and used to determine the droplet size and 

speed. The single pair electrodes and interdigital finger design are used for the detection of the 

presence of droplets, and size and speed of droplets respectively. In this designed system, cross- 

contamination between droplets is avoided by applying a passivation layer between the sensor 

electrodes and microchannel. Yoon et al. have reported a capacitance based sensing method in 

microfluidics platforms which can be used for multimodal sensing performances [126]. The 

sensors are designed to detect localized pressure and ambient temperature changes. Ionic liquids 
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are employed to fabricate microfluidic capacitive sensors as electrodes and a carbon nanotube and 

PDMS composite is served as a dielectric layer. The sensors with microfluidic platform are then 

applied to a bottle and human skin to monitor the variation of pressure and temperature. This whole 

system offer a promise and strategy for future related applications such as wearable monitor 

devices and soft robotics.  

2.8. Microwave sensing 

Besides the methods mentioned above, microwave technology for sensing draws a lot of attention 

which can be combined with microfluidic systems for sensing purposes. As showed in the last 

sessions, optical and electrical sensing methods have been utilized to integrate with microfluidics 

for many applications. However there are still spaces for improvement which can be addressed by 

microwave sensing. For optical methods, they require bulk and expensive devices which rise the 

challenges for in-situ and real time detection. Also some methods need to optical markers to 

observe optical signal changes but it will bring some uncertainties especially in harsh 

environments.  

Microwave can provide a way to sense materials with advantages over other methods. Microwave 

sensing requires no physical contact with the target materials for sensing which can reduce the risk 

for cross contamination in microfluidic systems [11]. Also, microwave sensing can realize label 

free detection, meaning chemical modification with materials like biomarkers are not necessary 

[127]. And it also features by the low power requirement, portability and compatibility with 

microfluidics [128, 129]. Many microwave device structures have been employed for sensing job 

including the transmission lines [45], planar structures [130, 131], and split ring resonators [47]. 

An eighth-mode substrate integrated waveguide antenna with microfluidic channel is presented by 
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Seo et al. [132]. The demonstrated sensor can be used to detect ethanol with concentration from 

0% to 100% corresponding the resonance frequency from 4.2- 4.6 GHz. The relationship of 

resonance frequency and ethanol concentration is achieved for tracking ethanol concentration. 

Krivosudský et al. have demonstrated the use of microwave sensing in biochemical fields [43]. 

The self-assembly process of nano materials is of prime importance for biochemical research. By 

utilizing microwave sensor integrated in a microfluidics device, the tubulin self-assembly process 

at the molecular level can be label-free monitored. And this microwave-microfluidic system uses 

coplanar waveguide transmission line structure and allow a sample use less than 30 nL. Liu et al. 

have utilized a microwave hairpin resonator to detect biological cells fabricated and integrated 

with microfluidics [133]. The detection is performed by using a hairpin resonator to get the 

relationship between S-parameters and the number of cells. And a model in terms pf capacitances 

is set up to analyze the effects of culture medium and cells. This work shows the opportunities for 

microwave methods to detect cells numbers. Split ring resonators (SRR) have shown a strong 

localization and enhancement of fields so that they can be used to actually improve the sensor 

selectivity to enable detection of extremely small amounts of samples. Abduljabar et al. has 

developed the microwave microfluidic sensor for detecting the dielectric properties of the common 

liquids [134]. The resonator contains two gaps and are both compact and planar. They also used 

the microwave sensors to measure the length, volume, speed and dielectric properties of different 

liquids in a segmented flow. The detection is based on the changes of the resonant frequency and 

quality factor when a segment enters the sensing region. In this work, the numerical simulation 

using COMSOL software was also exhibited and the sensing results met with the experimental 

data [135]. Rowe et al. has provided a modification of making SSRs for microfluidic sensing using 

silver-coated copper wire [48]. The square cross-section wire they use could offer great electric 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0925400520314088?casa_token=o5VVRsqy9ZkAAAAA:UQeZIchaXbm_jQb9MJ2B1QBSld3oL_DB2xc6PhV9zkbdBjce0zAMDvgwBd9CczoBikuYrETT4g#!
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field confinement in the capacitive region, thus improve the performance of the SSRs. Zhang et 

al. has demonstrated the potential of microwave frequencies for biological analysis and cell 

discrimination [136]. They present the work using microwave resonators as biosensors to measure 

individual cell dielectric permittivity and get characteristic signature as a function of cell type. 

Torun et al. has developed an antenna-coupled split-ring resonator used as microwave sensor for 

bio-sensing application [137]. The sensor consists a metallic ring with a slit and integrated 

monopole antenna on top of a dielectric substrate. Sharafadinzadeh et al. have compared the 

performance in terms of sensitivity for three different split ring resonators [138]. The three regular 

sensors including implemented in complementary split ring resonator, extended gap split ring 

resonator, and conventional circular split ring resonator are discussed with resonance frequency at 

1.7, 1.9, and 3.6 GHz, respectively. The results show that the circular resonator has the good 

sensitivity in terms of sample volume and is able to improve 50% sensitivity for permittivity range 

from 1 to 30. Lee et al. proposed a split-ring resonator at microwave regime for DNA sensing [139, 

140]. In this study, double SSR is used and one at close proximity to the microstrip line offering 

excitation with magnetic field. The second split ring is placed inside the outer ring to increase the 

capacitance in the small gap. Microwave sensing methods have been applied as diagnostic tool 

and offered quantitative detection results. Zhou et al. have come up with the design of low cost 

membrane compatible split ring resonators to integrate with microchannel in flexible strips [141]. 

The microwave sensor is based on an immunochromatographic strip and microwave sensing with 

the existence of target molecules can cause a microwave resonance frequency shift. The detection 

target is Staphylococcus aureus and the detection limit can be reached as 0.784 ng/mL, which is 

great improvement compared with color based strip method.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0924424719308568?casa_token=zY4AFtyuHZoAAAAA:Blq0Z-F2AZrDa1aCcMxliNyiDRpbNBE8eh0l6VbfVf3p9buRPuecQ6PYBwlT3DWpl3Q_9jbbMA#!
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In recent years, more and more applications rely on the sensing to perform more operation for 

droplet microfluidics. As a promising sensing method, microwave technology provides novel 

opportunities for a lot of on-chip research. However, they also face a lot of challenges. For 

example, the fluctuation phenomena will result in the noise appearing in the signal output which 

finally influence the sensor performance. More fundamental mechanism is needed to decrease the 

influence of the noise. In addition, the sensitivity and accuracy of the microwave sensors needs 

to be improved which require more advanced fabrication methods. Besides these, the 

combination of the sensing technology with other functions also draws people’s attention. The 

sensing technology could serve as the tool to realize the intelligent feedback control of other 

microfluidic functions. The integration of this multiplex system need to be solved.  
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Chapter 3 : Methodology 

In this section, the experimental methodology is presented including the fabrication and 

observation protocol. The experimental devices and samples used in the experiments are also 

introduced. For numerical simulation, the methodology for the simulation work is also exhibited 

in this section. 

3.1. Microfluidic chip fabrication 

The fabrication of microfluidic chip is based on the soft-lithography technology. The soft-

lithography was firstly developed by Xia et.al in 1998, which provided an inexpensive and simply 

way to fabricate microfluidics devices [142]. The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) material 

possesses a good thermal stability and is optically transparent which is really suitable to work with 

microscope to observe the microfluidic process. In addition, the surface properties of PDMS can 

easily be tuned either to hydrophilic or hydrophobic which makes it universal for multiple 

applications.  

The first step for microfluidic chip fabrication is carried out in AutoCAD software by designing 

the microchannel structure. The designs are then printed in Mylar film for next step use to pattern 

with the silicon wafers. The silicon wafers are coated with negative photoresist by using spin coater. 

The first step is to coat a thin layer onto the silicon wafer using Su-2005 to create a photoresist 

substrate. Then different kinds of photoresist are used for different height of channel, for example, 

Su-2025 is spin coated at a rate of 1350 rpm to create a channel height of 40 μm. After the spin 

coating, the silicon wafer is baked in two hot plates at 65oC and 95oC respectively to solidify the 

layer. The baking time varies from desired microchannel height. Next, the baked wafer is put into 
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the UV machine for exposure with the designed pattern film on top of it. Then it is required 

experience the baking process again and followed by the washing process by photoresist developer. 

The completed mask needs to be stored in a dark and dry place to maintain its quality.  

To fabricate microfluidic chips, PDMS is mixed with the curing agent at 10:1 ratio. After degassing 

in the vacuum oven, it is molded against the master and cured for at least one hour. The mold is 

then peeled off from the master, and the fluidic pass-through hole is punched using 1.5 mm biopsy 

punch. The PDMS mold and the glass slide integrated with the resonator are treated with a plasma 

machine at 29.7 W, 500mTorr for 2 min. Immediately remove from the plasma machine, the mold 

and the glass slide are bonded together to localize the resonator in the microchannel. The Aquapel 

(PPG Industries) is then injected to the microchannel to change the surface property to 

hydrophobic. It is a crucial part to make sure the channel wall is perfectly wetted by the oil. An 

SMA connector is then soldered to the resonator to connect to the external microwave signal 

generator or vector network analysis. The fabrication schematic is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of PDMS mold fabrication 
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3.2. Resonator fabrication 

To fabricate the microwave resonator, it is a combination of the photolithography technique and 

electroplating. The positive photoresist S1813 is spin-coated onto the cooper coated glass (EMF 

Corporation) slide at 2000 rpm for 60 s following the baking in hot plate for 120 s. The resonator 

design then patterns in the slide with the UV exposure. After developed in the negative photoresist 

developer MF-319, the glass slide is immersed in the electroplating solution (0.2 M CuSO4, 0.1 M 

H3BO3, and 0.1 M H2SO4) and electroplated at 2 mA for 5 min, 4 mA for 5 min and 7mA for 

10min. After the electroplating, photoresist is removed by acetone and FeCl3 is used to remove the 

copper base. The resonator structure is then checked under the microscope to ensure that all the 

residues have been washed away. The fabrication schematic is shown in Figure 3.2. For storage, 

S1813 photoresist is coated at the resonator at 2000 rpm for 60 s to prevent oxidization. To prevent 

the potential for contamination and short circuit of microwave resonator, a thin PDMS layer is 

coated on top of the microwave components to serve as a passivation layer before bonded with 

PDMS chip. 

 

Figure 3.2. Schematic of microwave resonator fabrication 
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3.3. Experimental setup 

The microfluidic pressure control system (Fluigent MFCS-8C) is used to control the fluid. Fluids 

were connected to the device by ETFE tubing (Tefzel, Upchurch Scientific). Fluids are connected 

to the device by ETFE (ethyltrifluoroethylene) tubing (Tefzel, Upchurch Scientific). Droplets are 

observed by using an inverted epifluorescence microscope system (Eclipse Ti, Nikon) equipped 

with a CCD camera (Qimaging). The video result is analyzed by the ImageJ (National Institute of 

Health, MD, USA) and PhotoShop (Adobe, USA). The Labview software (National Instruments) 

will be served as the control system and create computer interface. For the sensing and heating 

part, vector network analyzer (VNA) (MS2028C, Anritsu) is used to detect sensing and signal and 

a microwave signal generator (HMC-T2100, Hittite) is used to provide power for microwave 

heating. A portable NanoVNA is employed for microwave sensing experiments. The picture of the 

experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3 Experimental Setup 
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3.4. Numerical methods in Ansys Fluent 

Geometric conditions and fluid properties 

For Chapter 4, the channel width and height are 200 [μm]  and 50 [μm]  respectively and the 

largest diameter of the spiral microwave resonator is 200 [μm] with the gap and metal trace width 

both being 20 [μm]. The drop fluid is Deionized (DI) water and the carrier fluid is a fluorocarbon 

oil (FC40), a fluorinated oil. A fluorescent dye of 100 [μM] was doped with half of the droplet to 

visualize the mixing between the two halves of the droplet in the previous experimental study [46]. 

As the dye concentration is sufficiently low, its effects on the fluid properties are ignored. In the 

current numerical model, a user defined scalar is then used to describe the mixing process and can 

be regarded as a tracer concentration [84, 88]. The tracer is provided with the same diffusion 

coefficient as the fluorescent dye used in the experiments. Half of the droplet is filled with DI 

water while the other half is filled with tracer doped DI water. In reality, most fluid properties such 

as viscosity and interfacial tension are temperature dependent, and thus spatially and temporally 

vary within the droplet when temperature gradients are present. Their temperature dependences all 

contribute to the mixing through their influences on convection and diffusion, which have proven 

to be difficult to decouple experimentally. This numerical study, however, is able to evaluate the 

effect of each individual temperature dependent property on mixing performance while 

maintaining the rest of the fluid properties independent of temperature.  

Governing Equations 

The volume of fluid method (VOF) is used to simulate the flow field inside droplets. The VOF 

method belongs to the category of Eulerian methods that could effectively track and locate the 
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sharp liquid and liquid interface which is important for droplet microfluidics. The continuum 

surface model is a common method to carry out interfacial tension and is added to the momentum 

equation for the interfacial tension force [143].  Based on this model, the interfacial tension is 

treated as a body force and serves as the source term in the momentum equation. Phase change, 

viscous dissipation, and phase diffusion are not taken into consideration due to little effect on 

mixing between the two phases considered here, DI water and FC40 oil [88]. The four basic 

governing equations are:  

Continuity Equation: 

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ ∙ (ρv⃗ ) = 0                                                                                                                (3-1)  

Momentum Equation: 

∂(ρv⃗⃗ )

∂t
+ (ρv⃗ ∙ ∇)v⃗  = −∇p + ∇ ∙ {μ [(∇v⃗ + ∇v⃗ T) −

2

3
∇ ∙  v⃗ I]} + F⃗                                         (3-2) 

Energy Equation:   

∂(ρE)

∂t
+ ∇ ∙ (v⃗ ρE) =   ∇ ∙ (k∇T) + Sh                                                                                       (3-3)  

Convection and diffusion Equation: 

∂(ρf)

∂t
 + ∇ ∙  (ρfv⃗ ) =  ∇ ∙ (ρD∇f)                                                                                        (3-4)  

where ρ [kg m3⁄ ] ,  v ⃗⃗ [m s⁄ ] , μ [kg (m ∙ s)⁄ ] , F ⃗⃗  [N] , T [K] , k [W (m ∙ K)⁄ ] , E [J kg⁄ ] , Sh [W m3⁄ ] , 

D [m2 s⁄ ] and f are the density, velocity, viscosity, body force,  temperature, thermal conductivity, 

energy density, volumetric heat sources, diffusion coefficient and mixture fraction of the fluid, 
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respectively. For each cell in the mesh, the fluid properties such as density are calculated by a 

volume fraction average of all the fluids in the cell [144]. The force term in Eqn. (3-2) represents 

the interfacial tension force. 

The density, viscosity, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the dispersed phase at 

room temperature are 998 [kg m3⁄ ] ,  0.00103 [kg (m ∙ s)⁄ ] , 4178 [J (K ∙ kg)⁄ ]  and 

0.6[W (m∙K)⁄ ] , respectively. The diffusion coefficient of the user define scalar is 4.18 ∗

10−10 [m2 ss]. The density, viscosity, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the 

continuous phase at room temperature are 1855 [kg m3⁄ ] 0.0041 [kg (m ∙ s)⁄ ], 1100 [J (K ∙ kg)⁄ ] 

and 0.065 [W (m ∙ K)⁄ ], respectively. The specific heat capacity is used to calculate the specific 

energy via E = CΔT. The interfacial tension is set as 0.052 [N m⁄ ] and the contact angle is 5π 6⁄  

[46].  

The Force Term in the Momentum Balance 

The body force in the momentum balance F⃗ , represents the interfacial tension force, where the 

interfacial tension is carried out using the continuous surface model. The equations for calculating 

the force term are shown below, where σ  is the surface tension coefficient, α  is the volume 

fraction, i.e. α =1 or 0 for cell filled with oil or water respectively, ρ is the volume average density 

and κ is the free surface curvature with expression shown below and n is the normal vector to the 

interface between the two phases, ρc and ρd are the density of continuous and dispersed phase, 

respectively.  

F⃗ =
σρκ∇α

0.5∗(ρc+ρd)
                                                        (3-5) 
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n⃗ = ∇α                       (3-6) 

n̂ =
n⃗⃗ 

|n⃗⃗ |
                                   (3-7) 

κ =  ∇ ∙ n̂                          (3-8) 

∂(ρcα)

∂t
+ ∇ ∙ (αρcv⃗ ) = 0                                           (3-9)  

Boundary and Initial Conditions for the flow field and concentration field 

The schematic of the microchannel filled with aqueous droplets and its carrier fluid (i.e. oil) and 

the resonator is shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4. The schematic of droplet mixing model 

Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions are set as follows. At the inlet, the velocity includes an average velocity 

of 4 [mm/s] in x-direction recommended by the previous experiments [46] and zero velocity in y- 

and z-direction; the temperature is room temperature set as 293.15 [K], and the tracer concentration 
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is zero because the inlet is only filled with the continuous phase and the tracer (i.e. the fluorescent 

dye used in the previous experiments [46]) is only present in the dispersed droplets. At the wall, 

the velocity is zero with no-slip boundary condition applied for impermeable walls; no flux 

condition is applied to the tracer concentration and no heat flux condition is considered for the 

energy equation considering the polymeric chip materials serving as an insulator for the channel.  

At the outlet, a zero gauge pressure is applied because the outlet is normally a reservoir open to 

the air in the previous experiments and the zero flux condition is applied to the velocity, 

temperature and concentration. 

Initial Conditions 

The initial conditions are shown in Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.5 (a), it presents the phase distribution 

with red and blue representing the droplet and carrier fluid phases respectively. In Figure 3.5 (b), 

it exhibits the concentration distribution of the tracer with red representing the highest tracer 

concentration of 1 and blue the lowest concentration of 0. At the beginning, the top half of the 

droplet is filled tracer (red). The velocity components are vx =4 [mm/s], vy =0 [mm/s] and 

vz=0[mm/s]. The gauge pressure is 0 [Pa]. The temperature is set as room temperature 293.15 [K] 

for the entire model. All the variables are consistent in the Z-direction.  

Figure 3.5. Initial conditions: (a) Phase distribution and (b) Concentration field. 
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Numerical details 

For the VOF method, the coupled pressure-based algorithm is chosen because it allows more 

accurate results to be obtained than the segregate algorithm [144]. The second order upwind 

method is employed to calculate the momentum and energy equations. The second order implicit 

time-stepping formulation is used to deal with the transient formulation. The compressive interface 

capturing scheme is a high-resolution differencing scheme used to get accurate interface 

calculation results [145]. The mesh is generated by Ansys Gambit and contains 210 [K] cubic cells 

in our model with a cell size of 5 [μm]. Mesh grid independence analysis is carried out to reduce 

the effect of grid size on numerical simulation results and optimize computation time [10]. The 

residual criterion is 10−12 for the Energy equation, and 10−4 for other equations. The time step in 

the simulation is 0.1 [ms]. In the heating process, the temperature can rise from room temperature 

to 90oC. It takes about 100 [ms] to equilibrate after heating. 

Flow and Energy Field Coupling 

The flow field is obtained using Ansys Fluent. When a droplet covers the resonator region, it 

triggers the microwave heater to work and then starts to receive the energy induced by the 

microwave resonator characterized by the increased temperature within the droplet. The electrical 

field is numerically obtained using Ansys HFSS and then the deposited power within the droplet 

is calculated by  

Sh =
1

2
ωε0ε

"|E|2                                                                                                                      (3-10)       

where ω[rad s⁄ ]  is the angular frequency, ε0[C (Vm)⁄ ]  is the permittivity of vacuum, ε"  is the 

imaginary part of the relative permittivity, and E[V m⁄ ] is the electric field. The deposited power 
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distribution in the droplet is imported as a source term in Eqn. (3-3), which is used to obtain the 

temperature field. The flow field and the tracer concentration distribution with temperature-

dependent parameter are then obtained using Ansys Fluent, the latter of which is used to evaluate 

the mixing performance. The User Define Function (UDF) is integrated with the software to import 

the heat source to the droplet. The UDF also guarantees that the heating only works on the 

individual droplet and the surrounding fluid and chip material is unaffected.  

Quantitative evaluation of mixing process 

To quantitatively analyze the degree of mixing process and the influences of different physical 

parameters on microwave induced droplet mixing, mixing index (MI) is used in our work based 

on the following equations [82]: 

MI = 1 − 
√

1

n
Σ(cav−c)2

cav
                                                                                                               (3-11)      

where n is the number of the calculated cells, cav is the average concentration of the tracer, and c 

is the tracer concentration of each cell. 

3.5. Numerical methods in Ansys HFSS 

Model Schematic 

Figure 3.6 (a) shows a schematic of the proposed microwave-microfluidic device, including a 

sensing resonator (resonator 1), and a heating resonator (resonator 2), fabricated on a glass 

substrate. The form of the experimental microfluidic system and the shape of droplets are also 

shown in Figure 3.6 (a). The designed microchannel is responsible for carrying the droplets and 
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the details of the microfluidic chip is shown in Figure 3.6 (b). The side view of our model exhibited 

the complex layers of the devices including the glass substrate, two resonators, a passivation layer 

separating the resonators from the microchannel molded in PDMS and the dashed lines sketching 

the electrical field line.  

The key objective of this work is to numerically and experimentally investigate the impact of 

different design factors on the crosstalk between the two-resonators integrated in a microfluidic 

system. The influence of the distance between the two resonators (refer to as gap distance, d, in 

Figure 3.7), microwave power, and resonator design on crosstalk are investigated. To focus on the 

crosstalk, the design of the two resonators are considered to be the same. Numerical simulation in 

this work is served as a main tool to construct the chip model and investigate the crosstalk between 

the two resonators. 

The numerical model is constructed in HFSS with two resonators illustrated in Figure 3.7. A 

microfluidic system with two identical resonators is designed and simulated, and the dimensions 

of the design are also included in Figure 3.7. The microwave signal is fed through the outer loop 

microstrip line, the ports connected to SMA connectors and coaxial cables. The inner loop is the 

SRR with a small gap, which is the hotspot of the resonator for sensing application. It is designed 

in a spiral shape to confine microwave energy and maximize its interaction with the microchannel 

aligned with the gap area.  
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Figure 3.6. Schematic of simulation model and side view of the microfluidic chip of model. 

 

Figure 3.7. An illustration of studied parameters in this work. 
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Governing equation 

Ansys HFSS will be used for the electromagnetic analysis. HFSS delivers 3-D full-wave accuracy 

for components to enable RF and high-speed design. The governing equations-Maxcell equations 

are listed below:  

Gauss’s law: 

𝛻 ∙ �⃗⃗�  = 𝜌𝑒                                                                                                                             (3-12) 

Gauss’s law for magnetism: 

𝛻 ∙ �⃗�  =  0                                                                                                                              (3-13) 

Maxwell-Faraday equation: 

∇ × �⃗� = −
𝜕�⃗� 

𝜕𝑡
                                                                                                                         (3-14) 

Ampere’s circuital law: 

∇ × �⃗⃗� = −
𝜕�⃗⃗� 

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐽                                                                                                                   (3-15) 

�⃗⃗�  [C/m2], �⃗�  [V/m], 𝜌𝑒 [C/m3], �⃗�  [T], J[A/m2], �⃗⃗�  [A/m] are the electric displacement field, 

electric field, free electric charge density, magnetic flux density, free current density and magnetic 

field strength respectively.  

 

 

https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Electric_displacement_field&action=edit&redlink=1
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
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Boundary conditions and numerical simulation setup 

Boundary conditions setup is of great importance in simulating and understanding the numerical 

problems in HFSS. Boundary conditions give the definition of field behavior in the discontinuous 

boundaries. Applying the boundary conditions in HFSS helps control the characteristics of planes’ 

faces or interface between objects and reduce the complexity of the model. The boundary 

conditions in this work are presented in Figure 3.8. The Perfect E boundary conditions are used 

here to show a perfect conducting surface, which is the coaxial cables in this case. The surface 

with this condition has the electric field perpendicular to the surface. Radiation boundary condition 

is applied to simulate a boundary which will not reflect wave and let it radiate far into space. A 

common way to define the size of the boundary is to set it as quarter of the largest wavelength in 

this work. Excitations are served as the sources of electromagnetic fields to allow microwave 

signal to flow into the components in the model. The wave port structure is used in this work and 

the cross section surface of the coaxial cable is assigned as the wave port excitation. The maximum 

passes is 21 and the maximum delta S is 0.001.The sweep frequencies range from 2 [GHz] to 2.4 

[GHz] in this work with the step size of 0.25 [MHz].  

 

Figure 3.8. Boundary conditions in the simulation work 
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Chapter 4 : Numerical Analysis on Droplet Mixing Induced by 

Microwave Heating: Decoupling of Influencing Physical Properties 

4.1. Overview 

This chapter has been published: Cui, Weijia, Gurkan Yesiloz, and Carolyn L. Ren. "Numerical Analysis 

on Droplet Mixing Induced by Microwave Heating: Decoupling of Influencing Physical 

Properties." Chemical Engineering Science (2020): 115791.  

Microwave resonator offers simultaneous sensing and heating of individual droplets in 

microchannels presenting unique advantages for applications requiring well-controlled reaction 

time. This study numerically investigates the effects of the temperature-dependent fluid properties 

including viscosity, density, diffusivity, and interfacial tension, on heating induced mixing. A 

system consisting of a spiral resonator integrated with a microchannel with aqueous droplets 

moving with a carrier oil is considered. The electromagnetic field which provides heating to the 

droplets, and the flow and tracer concentration fields inside the droplet are obtained using 

commercial software, Ansys HFSS and Fluent, respectively. It is found that the mixing index can 

be increased from 0.4 to 0.84 within 320 ms with microwave heating and it would be slightly 

increased to 0.47 when only the interfacial tension was made independent on temperature, which 

suggests that the temperature-dependent interfacial tension is the dominant factor for microwave 

heating induced mixing. 

4.2. Introduction 

Droplet microfluidics has gained ever-increasing attention in the past two decades due to its 

capability to perform high throughput analysis using pico- to nano-liter sized drops as reaction 
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vesicles, a function highly demanded in the areas spanning from life science research to material 

synthesis to drug screening [10, 27, 46, 67, 146, 147]. In most applications, rapid, homogenous 

mixing is critical to the overall quality of the resulted products as it directly affects the efficiency 

to increase reaction rate [82, 83, 148-150]. In addition, many reactions start within seconds, which 

requires precise control of reaction time [151, 152] and thus demands rapid and homogeneous 

mixing as well. Mixing is normally influenced by convection and diffusion, the relative importance 

of them is evaluated by Peclet number, Pe = UL D⁄ , where U [m s⁄ ] is the flow speed, L [m] is the 

characteristic length, and D [m2 s⁄ ] is the diffusion coefficient of the species of interest. In most 

microfluidic applications, Peclet number ranges from 10 to 105 indicating that convection is 

dominant over diffusion in enhancing mixing [24, 153]. Microchannel flow is generally laminar, 

characterized by low Reynolds number (Re = UL ν⁄ ), where ν [m2 s⁄ ] is the kinematic viscosity 

of the fluid, due to the dominance of viscous force over inertial force [2, 83, 84]. Flow cross the 

streams is very limited and therefore cross-stream mixing is mainly dominated by molecular 

diffusion, which is slow and inefficient [2]. Droplet microfluidics offers almost instantaneous 

mixing due to the three-dimensional (3D) motion present in droplets , which however only occurs 

within each half of the droplet when being pumped through straight channels resulting in diffusion 

dominated mixing between the two halves [154]. 

4.2.1. Passive and active methods 

To achieve mixing in the entire droplet, both passive and active methods have been developed. 

Passive methods often involve the use of long serpentine channels [34, 52, 155] and induce flow 

disturbance to droplets [156], which in general requires higher pressure drops for pumping the 

fluids and is challenging to precisely control the reaction start time when the reaction occurs faster 
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than the time required to achieve homogeneous mixing. In addition, the robustness of passive 

methods is challenged by any uncertainties such as fabrication defects and pressure fluctuations. 

Active methods, on the other hand, employ external forces such as electric [157-160], magnetic 

[161-163],  optical [164, 165], acoustic [166-169] and thermocapillary [46, 170, 171] forces to 

bring flow disturbance and thus enhance mixing. These methods can work with simple 

microchannel structures but with the cost of adding external components. 

4.2.2. Microwave heating induced droplet mixing 

Yesiloz et al. recently reported an active mixing method, which utilized a microwave resonator as 

a heater to achieve rapid mixing over the entire droplet [46]. Microwave heating was chosen to 

realize selective and localized heating of individual nanoliter-sized droplets. This is enabled by the 

ability of microwave to deliver volumetric heating to a localized region with a self-switch, which 

is droplet entering and exiting the heater region. When a droplet enters the heater region, the 

resonance frequency is shifted from what it was for the carrier oil to respond to the droplet material. 

The energy is only supplied at this shifted frequency, as a result, droplet entering the heater region 

switches on the heater and droplet existing switches off the heater. The heating induced mixing is 

almost initiated simultaneously. Other common heating methods such as resistive [172], joule 

[173] or Peltier [174] modules however rely on heat conduction to deliver energy to the material, 

which is challenging to achieve selective and localized heating. Laser-based [175] techniques can 

achieve selective and localized heating with a cost of exhausting the system for alignment and 

synchronization. 
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Figure 4.1. (a) The schematic of the entire model illustrating unmixed droplets become homogeneously 

mixed after passing through the resonator; and (b) A blow-up of the spiral resonator. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the microfluidic chip integrated with the microwave resonator used in their 

study, which is also considered in this study for modelling. This mixing method not only provides 

more flexibility and controllability for the mixing process by simply switching the microwave 

resonator on and off, but also has the potential to be integrated with microwave sensing for 

selective heating of individual droplets offering unique control of reaction.  

In their study, a qualitative analysis was performed to evaluate the relative importance of the 

competing factors on mixing using the Buckingham π  theorem [46]. It was hypothesized that 

Marangoni flow induced by the non-uniform temperature distribution at the interface that is 

resulted from the non-uniform electromagnetic fields played the key role. Verifying this hypothesis 

is critical to guide the design and operation of the microwave resonator as well as the microfluidic 

chip for selective sensing and heating of individual droplets, which finds many applications in 

single particle and single cell analysis. This study aims to numerically investigate the effects of 

influencing parameters on microwave heating induced mixing. 
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4.2.3. Parameters influencing microwave heating induced droplet mixing 

Many parameters influence microwave heating induced mixing in a coupling manner. Considering 

a simple scenario where the geometric conditions for both the chip and microwave resonator are 

fixed, the operating conditions such as droplet size, content and speed (not the internal flow field) 

are fixed, and the microwave resonating frequency and chip material, which affect the microwave 

energy deposition within droplets, are also fixed, the mixing performance is still influenced by 

microwave power and several temperature-dependent fluid properties including the interfacial 

tension between the droplet fluid (dispersed phase) and carrier fluid (continuous phase), 𝛾 [𝑁 𝑚⁄ ]; 

the diffusion coefficient of the species of interest (i.e. the fluorescent dye doped in the droplet for 

demonstrating the mixing phenomena), 𝐷 [𝑚2 𝑠⁄ ]; and the viscosity and density of the droplet 

fluid, 𝜇 [𝑘𝑔 (𝑚 ∙ 𝑠)⁄ ] and 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄ ], respectively.  

These parameters affect the competition between convection and diffusion and thus the mixing. It 

is very challenging to design experiments that allow the effects of these parameters to be decoupled 

to reveal the mixing mechanism. Therefore, numerical simulation is employed and the numerical 

results are compared with the experimental observations. Considering the focus of this study is to 

develop a better understanding about the mixing mechanism, the above-mentioned scenario is 

considered. 

4.2.4. Numerical methods  

Many numerical methods have been utilized to study the internal droplet flow field and mixing 

mechanism. Malsch et al. have numerically studied the flow field inside droplets and revealed its 

symmetric pattern, which suggests that diffusion dominates the mixing between the two halves of 
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the droplets [54]. Chandorkar et al. [84] simulated the mixing process in the serpentine structure 

using Volume of Fluid (VOF) method while Jeon et al. investigated the mixing performance of 

passive planar mixers with different geometric variables based on numerical simulations and 

experiments [176]. Muradoglu et al. numerically studied the mixing process in a serpentine 

microchannel and analyzed the influence of Capillary number (𝐶𝑎) which compares viscous and 

interfacial tension forces, viscosity ratio between the drop and carrier fluids, droplet size and Re 

number on mixing [83]. Fu et al. investigated the mixing in multiphase flow by using a Lattice 

Boltzmann method with the effect of initial distribution of species [177, 178]. Wang et al. focused 

on analyzing the detailed mixing mechanism of droplets in the serpentine microchannel [88]. 

Nevertheless, the microwave heating induced mixing within droplets is more complicated than 

that induced by passive methods because of the coupling between electromagnetic energy 

deposition within the droplet and the flow field and mass transport within the droplet.  

4.2.5. Work Overview 

In this study, we employ the VOF method through Ansys Fluent to numerically obtain the 3D flow 

field and concentration distribution of a tracer used to evaluate the mixing inside droplets. VOF is 

chosen because it is capable of simulating two or more immiscible fluids in microchannels with 

one set of momentum equations [144, 179, 180], which is the situation considered in this study. 

The electromagnetic energy field is obtained numerically using Ansys HFSS and then imported to 

Ansys Fluent to couple with the flow field inside droplets. Parametric studies of the effects of 

several fluid properties on heating and thus fluid flow and mixing within the droplets are carried 

out. The numerically predicted flow field and concentration distribution are used to evaluate the 
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effects of the influencing parameters on the mixing performance which is then compared with the 

experimental observations presented previously by Yesiloz et.al [46].  

4.3. Methodology 

4.3.1. Problem Definition and assumption 

The coupling between the electromagnetic field and the flow field in a microchannel with moving 

aqueous droplets in oil streams is very complicated, which tends to make it prohibitively expensive 

to computationally consider this coupling without making any assumptions. Therefore, the 

following assumptions are made in numerical simulation to concentrate computation power on 

investigating the mixing mechanism. It is worth noting that some of the assumptions do not seem 

realistic, but they will not affect the investigation of the mixing mechanism, which is mainly 

associated with the interaction between the electromagnetic field and the flow and mass transport 

within the droplets via temperature-dependent fluid properties. 

The major assumptions include: i) flow is incompressible which is typical for microfluidics; ii) no 

gravity is considered; iii) no droplet generation dynamics is considered, instead, a straight channel 

with well-developed moving droplets is considered; iv) the electromagnetic field is coupled with 

the flow field only when the droplet completely covers the sensor region meaning that if the sensor 

is partially covered by the carrier oil, the electromagnetic field is not coupled with the flow field 

and thus no microwave energy is deposited in droplets. This assumption allows one single 

simulation case to be completed within a reasonable computation time (i.e. days instead of weeks 

or months) while capturing the effects of temperature distribution on the mixing performance; and 

v) a user defined scalar (0-1) is introduced to demonstrate the mixing performance. Its distribution 
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(called tracer concentration) is mimicking the concentration of the dye that was doped in droplets 

in experiments for the same purpose. 

One of the appealing features of microwave heating is that no external trigger is needed to turn 

onsoff the microwave heater because the droplet is the trigger. When a droplet covers more than 

half of the resonator, it causes the shift of the resonating frequency due to its different permittivity 

from the carrier fluid (i.e. oil). Energy is only provided at this shifted frequency and thus the droplet 

starts to receive the electromagnetic energy converting to thermal energy via dielectric heating. 

The electromagnetic energy is numerically obtained using Ansys HFSS, which is then imported to 

the Ansys Fluent to simulate the heating process occurring in the droplet. The details about HFSS 

simulation are provided in the supplementary information (SI) [181]. It should be noted that the 

droplet fluid properties such as temperature-dependent dielectric constant also affect the 

electromagnetic field. This effect is not considered in this study because of the following reasons. 

First, the complete dynamic coupling between the electromagnetic field and the flow and 

concentration fields is prohibitively expensive in computational modeling. It takes months to 

complete one case. Second, considering the focus of the study is to understand the relative 

importance of the temperature-dependent droplet properties on mixing that are accounted for in 

the momentum and convection-diffusion equations (i.e. interfacial tension, density, viscosity and 

diffusivity), it is reasonable to neglect the influence of droplet fluid properties on the 

electromagnetic field which ultimately affects the temperature field within the droplet. Please also 

note that the relative distance between the droplet and the resonator also affects the electromagnetic 

field which is neglected as well. Experimental studies show that the resonator is not triggered on 

until the droplet covers the majority of the resonator [46]. In the simulation, the energy deposition 

in the droplet is considered when the droplet completely covers the resonator (absorbing its energy 
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fully). Therefore, we did not consider the effect of the relative droplet position to the resonator on 

the electromagnetic field. 

4.3.2. Geometric conditions and fluid properties 

In order to verify the hypothesis made in the previous study [46], the geometric and fluid properties 

in this study are kept the same. Briefly, the channel width and height are 200 [𝜇𝑚] and 50 [𝜇𝑚] 

respectively and the largest diameter of the spiral microwave resonator is 200 [𝜇𝑚] with the gap 

and metal trace width both being 20 [𝜇𝑚]. The drop fluid is Deionized (DI) water and the carrier 

fluid is a fluorocarbon oil (FC40), a fluorinated oil. A fluorescent dye of 100 [𝜇𝑀] was doped with 

half of the droplet to visualize the mixing between the two halves of the droplet in the previous 

experimental study [46]. As the dye concentration is sufficiently low, its effects on the fluid 

properties are ignored. In the current numerical model, a user defined scalar is then used to describe 

the mixing process and can be regarded as a tracer concentration [84, 88]. The tracer is provided 

with the same diffusion coefficient as the fluorescent dye used in the experiments. Half of the 

droplet is filled with DI water while the other half is filled with tracer doped DI water. In reality, 

most fluid properties such as viscosity and interfacial tension are temperature dependent, and thus 

spatially and temporally vary within the droplet when temperature gradients are present. Their 

temperature dependences all contribute to the mixing through their influences on convection and 

diffusion, which have proven to be difficult to decouple experimentally. This numerical study, 

however, is able to evaluate the effect of each individual temperature dependent property on 

mixing performance while maintaining the rest of the fluid properties independent of temperature.  
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4.3.3. Governing Equations 

In this work, the VOF method is used to simulate the flow field inside droplets. The VOF method 

belongs to the category of Eulerian methods that could effectively track and locate the sharp liquid 

and liquid interface which is important for droplet microfluidics. The continuum surface model is 

a common method to carry out interfacial tension and is added to the momentum equation for the 

interfacial tension force [143].  Based on this model, the interfacial tension is treated as a body 

force and serves as the source term in the momentum equation. Phase change, viscous dissipation, 

and phase diffusion are not taken into consideration due to little effect on mixing between the two 

phases considered here, DI water and FC40 oil [88]. The four basic governing equations are:  

Continuity Equation: 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+  𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑣 ) = 0                                                                                                                  (4-1)  

Momentum Equation: 

𝜕(𝜌�⃗� )

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝜌𝑣 ∙ 𝛻)𝑣  = −𝛻𝑝 + 𝛻 ∙ {𝜇 [(𝛻𝑣 + 𝛻𝑣 𝑇) −

2

3
𝛻 ∙  𝑣 𝐼]} + 𝐹                                          (4-2) 

Energy Equation:   

𝜕(𝜌𝐸)

𝜕𝑡
+  𝛻 ∙ (𝑣 𝜌𝐸) =   𝛻 ∙ (𝑘𝛻𝑇) + 𝑆ℎ                                                                            (4-3)  

Convection and diffusion Equation: 

𝜕(𝜌𝑓)

𝜕𝑡
 + 𝛻 ∙  (𝜌𝑓𝑣 ) =  𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝐷𝛻𝑓)                                                                                         (4-4)  
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where ρ [𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄ ] ,  𝑣 ⃗⃗⃗  [𝑚 𝑠⁄ ] , 𝜇 [𝑘𝑔 (𝑚 ∙ 𝑠)⁄ ] , 𝐹  [𝑁] , 𝑇 [𝐾] , 𝑘 [𝑊 (𝑚 ∙ 𝐾)⁄ ] , 𝐸 [𝐽 𝑘𝑔⁄ ] , 

𝑆ℎ [𝑊 𝑚3⁄ ], 𝐷 [𝑚2 𝑠⁄ ] and f are the density, velocity, viscosity, body force,  temperature, thermal 

conductivity, energy density, volumetric heat sources, diffusion coefficient and mixture fraction of 

the fluid, respectively. For each cell in the mesh, the fluid properties such as density are calculated 

by a volume fraction average of all the fluids in the cell [144]. The force term in Eqn. (4-2) 

represents the interfacial tension force. The detailed calculation of this force term is provided in 

the SI [181]. 

The boundary and initial conditions are provided in detail in the supplementary information [181]. 

The physical properties of the fluids at room temperature are as follows and are also summarized 

in a table provided in the SI [181] together with their temperature dependences. The density, 

viscosity, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the dispersed phase at room 

temperature are 998 [𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄ ],  0.00103 [𝑘𝑔 (𝑚 ∙ 𝑠)⁄ ], 4178 [𝐽 (𝐾 ∙ 𝑘𝑔)⁄ ] and 0.6 [𝑊/(𝑚 ∙ 𝐾)], 

respectively. The diffusion coefficient of the user define scalar is 4.18 ∗ 10−10 [m2ss] [182]. The 

density, viscosity, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the continuous phase at room 

temperature are  1855 [𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄ ],  0.0041 [𝑘𝑔 (𝑚 ∙ 𝑠)⁄ ],  1100 [𝐽 (𝐾 ∙ 𝑘𝑔)⁄ ] and 

0.065 [𝑊 (𝑚 ∙ 𝐾)⁄ ] , respectively. The specific heat capacity is used to calculate the specific 

energy via E = CΔT. The interfacial tension is set as 0.052 [𝑁 𝑚⁄ ] and the contact angle is 5π 6⁄  

[46]. The temperature dependence of the physical properties is provided in the supplementary 

information [181].  

4.3.4. Numerical details 

For the VOF method, the coupled pressure-based algorithm is chosen because it allows more 

accurate results to be obtained than the segregate algorithm [144]. The second order upwind 
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method is employed to calculate the momentum and energy equations. The second order implicit 

time-stepping formulation is used to deal with the transient formulation. The compressive interface 

capturing scheme is a high-resolution differencing scheme used to get accurate interface 

calculation results [145]. The mesh is generated by Ansys Gambit and contains 210 [K] cubic cells 

in our model with a cell size of 5 [𝜇𝑚]. Mesh grid independence analysis is carried out to reduce 

the effect of grid size on numerical simulation results and optimize computation time [10]. The 

residual criterion is 10−12 for the Energy equation, and 10−4 for other equations. The time step in 

the simulation is 0.1 [ms]. In the heating process, the temperature can rise from room temperature 

to 90 oC. It takes about 100 [ms] to equilibrate after heating. 

4.3.5. Flow and Energy Field Coupling 

The flow field is obtained using Ansys Fluent. When a droplet covers the resonator region, it 

triggers the microwave heater to work and then starts to receive the energy induced by the 

microwave resonator characterized by the increased temperature within the droplet. The electrical 

field is numerically obtained using Ansys HFSS and then the deposited power within the droplet 

is calculated by  

𝑆ℎ =
1

2
𝜔𝜀0𝜀

"|𝐸|2                                                                                                                       (4-5)              

where 𝜔 [𝑟𝑎𝑑 s⁄ ] is the angular frequency, 𝜀0 [𝐶 (𝑉𝑚)⁄ ] is the permittivity of vacuum, 𝜀" is the 

imaginary part of the relative permittivity, and 𝐸 [𝑉 m⁄ ] is the electric field. The deposited power 

distribution in the droplet is imported as a source term in Eqn. (4-3), which is used to obtain the 

temperature field. The flow field and the tracer concentration distribution with temperature-

dependent parameter are then obtained using Ansys Fluent, the latter of which is used to evaluate 
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the mixing performance. The User Define Function (UDF) is integrated with the software to import 

the heat source to the droplet. The UDF also guarantees that the heating only works on the 

individual droplet and the surrounding fluid and chip material is unaffected.  

4.3.6. Quantitative evaluation of mixing process 

To quantitatively analyze the degree of mixing process and the influences of different physical 

parameters on microwave induced droplet mixing, mixing index (MI) is used in our work based 

on the following equations [82]: 

MI = 1 − 
√

1

n
Σ(cav−c)2

cav
                                                                                                                (4-6)   

where n is the number of the calculated cells, cav is the average concentration of the tracer, and c 

is the tracer concentration of each cell. 

4.4. Results and Discussion 

4.4.1. Droplets Considered 

In the previous experiments [46], droplets were generated within the squeezing regime, which 

produces highly monodispersed droplets in general suitable for most applications for quantitative 

analysis [65]. The droplets generated in this regime are generally characterized by the fact that the 

droplets are almost in direct contact with the channel walls with a thin film of the carrier fluid in 

between and have curved head and tail due to the interfacial tension. The thin film is around a few 

micrometers and causes slight velocity differences between the droplet and the carrier oil (i.e. ~ 

6% in this study [183, 184]). To consider this thin film in the simulation is very expensive 
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computationally with limited benefits to the understanding of the mixing mechanism induced by 

microwave heating. Therefore it is neglected. This study considers this type of droplets as shown 

in Figure 4.2 for comparison with the experimental observations.  

Figure 4.2. Droplets without heating: (a) streamline function at the x-y plane, and (b) concentration 

distribution of the tracer. 

4.4.2. Flow and concentration field without heating  

The microwave resonator is placed in the middle of the straight microchannel in the length 

direction. The flow field should be symmetric about the horizontal centerline of the droplet without 

heating and mixing between the two halves of the droplet is minimal, merely through diffusion. 

Figure 4.2 (a) confirms the symmetric flow field [54] inside a droplet by showing the streamlines 

of the x-y plane at the center of the height direction (z-direction). Figure 4.2 (b) shows the tracer 

concentration field, where only slight mixing occurs at the head and tail of the droplet induced by 

small vortices present in that region. 
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4.4.3. Energy deposition within the droplet  

 
Figure 4.3. An example of the volume loss density inside a droplet. 

When a droplet is passing through the microwave heater, it receives energy via dielectric heating, 

which is expressed by the volume loss density numerically obtained using Ansys HFSS (Figure 

4.3) and is incorporated into the flow field as the heat source. A slice-by-slice presentation of the 

energy deposition inside the droplet is presented in the SI [185]. The 3D non-uniform volume loss 

density results in a 3D non-uniform temperature distribution, which leads to 3D non-uniform 

gradients in the fluid properties, such as interfacial tension, viscosity, diffusion coefficient and 

density. The effect of each individual parameter on mixing will be discussed later to investigate 

the mixing mechanism of microwave heating. A brief validation of microwave heating induced 

mixing is presented.  

4.4.4. Flow and concentration field with heating  

The nonuniform interfacial tension distribution resulted from the nonuniform temperature 

distribution would induce Marangoni flow at the droplet interface distorting the symmetric flow 

field inside the droplet, which can be seen from the streamlines shown in Figure 4.4 (a). Mixing 
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between the two halves of the droplet is then expected to be enhanced by the lateral flow 

(streamlines across the horizontal centerline of the droplet) as reported by Muradoglu et.al [83], 

which is also confirmed by the tracer concentration at different time (Figure 4.4 (b)-(d)). The 

concentration distribution remains almost the same before the droplet arrives at the microwave 

heater and then is being distorted when it starts to pass the microwave heater (Figure 4.4 (b) and 

(c)). Almost homogenous mixing is achieved within 320 [𝑚𝑠] as shown in Figure 4.4 (d).  

Figure 4.4. Streamlines (a) and tracer concentrations inside the droplet with microwave heating at 

(b)40 [𝑚𝑠]; (c) 120 [𝑚𝑠] and (d) 320 [𝑚𝑠]. 

The mixing process is also tracked using the mixing index, MI, and a comparison of the mixing 

performance with and without microwave heating is presented in Figure 4.5. The results show that 

a droplet without heating has a slow mixing process while the droplet with microwave heating 

achieved a much faster mixing. For example, a mixing index of 0.41 is reached at 320 [𝑚𝑠] for 

the droplet without heating while the mixing index of the droplet with microwave heating 

increased rapidly from the time that the microwave heating is on (0 [𝑚𝑠] ) and reached 0.6 at 
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around 140 [𝑚𝑠]. The mixing index reached around 0.84 at 320 [𝑚𝑠]. Due to the large surface to 

volume ratio, heat dissipation is fast causing the droplet temperature drops to room temperature 

after leaving the microwave heater region. As a result, the heating induced mixing mechanism is 

much weakened and thus dominated by molecular diffusion again, which is reflected by the slow 

increase in the mixing index shown in Figure 4.5.  

Figure 4.5. A comparison of microwave heating case and no microwave heating case on droplet mixing 

4.4.5. Cross-stream velocity with and without heating  

The cross-stream flow motion requires the velocity in y-direction inside the droplets (droplet width 

direction) to realize mixing between the two halves. Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) show the contour of the 

velocity component in y-direction at a 2D surface without and with microwave heating, 

respectively. The red and blue colors indicate the upward and downward velocity components in 

y-direction. It is observed that the y-velocity is small when not being heated with a close to zero 

value at the horizontal centerline. However, for the droplet with heating, the velocity component 
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in y-direction becomes much larger, especially near the horizontal centerline indicting lateral flow 

crossing the centerline, which enhances the mixing between the two halves of the droplet. 

Figure 4.6. Comparison of the contour of the velocity component in y-direction between the droplets 

without (a) and with microwave heating (b) 

4.4.6. Relative effects of the fluid properties on the mixing  

Although the microwave heating induced droplet mixing is numerically demonstrated which 

agrees with the experimental observations [46], the mixing mechanism is not yet fully understood, 

in particular, the question regarding which temperature-dependent parameter plays a dominant role 

is not yet answered. The effect of each parameter on mixing is investigated numerically to answer 

this question, which is very challenging to conduct experimentally due to the difficulty to decouple 

them. Therefore numerical simulation cases are designed to decouple these parameters by keeping 

each physical properties constant respectively to eliminate their contribution to microwave induced 

mixing and then evaluate their effect by observing flow field and concentration field.  
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Figure 4.7 (a) and (d) show the streamline pattern and the contour of the velocity component in y-

direction for the case with constant density. It can be seen that the symmetry is distorted with 

strong velocity components in y-direction at the head and tail of the droplet which enhances the 

mixing significantly. This indicates that the temperature dependent density plays insignificant role 

in microwave heating induced mixing. Similar results are obtained for the case with constant 

viscosity as shown in Figure 4.7 (b) and (e), which suggests that the temperature-dependent 

viscosity of the droplet fluid have negligible contributions to microwave heating induced mixing. 

In contrast, when the interfacial tension is kept constant, the symmetric flow pattern resumes as 

shown in Figure 4.7 (c) and (f) indicating that the interfacial tension plays the most important role 

on enhancing mixing.  

Figure 4.7. Streamline function of droplet for the case with (a) constant density, (b) constant viscosity, (c) 

constant interfacial tension, and the contour of the velocity in y-direction inside the droplet for the case 

with (d) constant density (e) constant viscosity, and (f) constant interfacial tension for viscosity constant 

case 

To study the effect of the temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient on mixing, the diffusion 

coefficient is kept constant for the tracer. The concentration contour in Figure 4.8 (a) shows that 

although the diffusion coefficient remains constant as the temperature is changing, the mixing 
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happens between the two halves of the droplet when microwave heating is applied. There is almost 

no difference between the cases with a constant diffusion coefficient (Figure 4.8 (a)) and a varying 

diffusion coefficient (Figure 4.4 (d)) indicating that the mixing is weakly influenced by the 

temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient. Figure 4.8 (b) - (d) further confirm that the dominate 

role of interfacial tension in the microwave heating induced mixing process. For example, when 

the density and viscosity are kept constant (Figure 4.8 (b) and (c)), almost homogenous mixing are 

achieved indicating that mixing is weakly dependent on the density and viscosity. The 

concentration distribution exhibits great difference for the cases with and without the interfacial 

tension change as shown in Figure 4.4 (d) and Figure 4.8 (d), respectively. The concentration 

contour for the case with constant interfacial tension remains stable without any cross-stream 

mixing shown in Figure 4.8 (d).  

Figure 4.8. Concentration contour of the droplet after microwave heating for 320 [𝑚𝑠] for parametric study 

(a) constant diffusion coefficient constant, (b) constant density, (c) constant viscosity and (d) constant 

interfacial tension 
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Figure 4.9. A histogram of mixing index for different cases at 320 [𝑚𝑠] 

Corresponding to the concentration contour in Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9 summaries the mixing index 

of the studied cases including without heating case, with microwave heating case as well as the 

cases with one of the physical properties such as density, viscosity, diffusion coefficient or 

interfacial tension remaining constant. It indicates that a mixing index of 0.4 is reached for no 

heating case, while the case with microwave heating achieves a mixing index of 0.84. When the 

diffusion coefficient of the tracer, the density or viscosity of the droplet fluid is kept constant, the 

mixing index remains almost no change as compared to the one with microwave heating. However, 

when the interfacial tension is kept constant, the mixing index is around 0.47 indicating that the 

temperature-dependent interfacial tension plays a key role in microwave heating induced mixing. 

This result indicates the major role of interfacial tension in the microwave induced droplet mixing 

which provides stronger evidence to the conclusion made using qualitative analysis in the previous 

experimental study [46]. The efficient mixing inside droplets requires a stirring mechanism to 
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disturb the symmetry flow nature between two halves of droplets. In our current design, microwave 

heating is employed to offer this stirring mechanism by providing nonuniform heating to a droplet. 

During the heating process, an elongated droplet receives energy from microwave heater which 

results the temperature difference in the poles and equator of droplets and this temperature 

difference can produce a secondary flow inside droplet to facility mixing. The nonuniform energy 

deposition in droplets (Figure 4.3) as long as the moving of droplet results in non-uniform 

temperature distribution which generates the gradient of interfacial tension at the droplet interface.  

The gradient of interfacial tension induces Marangoni effect inducing a chaotic flow, which is 

manifested by the velocity component in the cross-stream direction and thus enhancing the mixing 

between the two halves of the droplet. Simulation results demonstrate that the origin of this chaotic 

flow is from the change of interfacial tension rather than other material properties. 

4.5. Conclusions 

In this study, we numerically studied the thermo-capillary mixing in droplet microfluidics aiming 

to understand the mixing mechanism induced by microwave heating. In particular, we aimed to 

evaluate the hypothesis of the mixing mechanism proposed based upon our previous experimental 

study. By simulating the flow and concentration field inside droplets, we investigated the effects 

of temperature-dependent parameters including fluid density, viscosity, diffusion coefficient, and 

interfacial tension on the mixing performance inside droplets. The streamline patterns for the 

droplet with and without microwave heating indicated that when the interfacial tension is kept 

constant, the symmetric flow pattern and minimal mixing through molecular diffusion are 

observed, which confirms the previously proposed hypothesis that the interfacial tension is the 

dominant factor for enhanced mixing. It therefore provides clear guidance on exploiting 
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microwave resonator for heating droplets. It also suggests that the use of surfactant which presents 

strong temperature dependence is helpful for enhanced mixing.  
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Chapter 5 : Microwave heating induced on-demand droplet 

generation in microfluidic systems  

5.1. Overview 

This chapter has been published to Journal of Analytical Chemistry: Cui, Weijia, Gurkan Yesiloz, and 

Carolyn L. Ren. "Microwave Heating Induced On-Demand Droplet Generation in Microfluidic 

Systems." Anal. Chem. 2020.  

In this study, we report a simple, new method for droplet generation in microfluidic systems using 

integrated microwave heating. This method enables droplet generation on-demand by using 

microwave heating to induce Laplace pressure change at the interface of the two fluids. The 

distance between the interface and junction, and microwave excitation power have been found to 

influence droplet generation. Although this method is limited in generating droplets with a high 

rate, the fact that it can be integrated with microwave sensing presents unique advantages for 

applications that require dynamic tuning of material properties in droplets.  

5.2. Introduction 

Droplet microfluidics has drawn ever-increase attention from both academia and industry with 

numerous studies reported on both fundamental research and practical applications  over the past 

two decades and some companies such as Dolomite Bio catching up the developed innovations 

[25, 186]. Since droplets are isolated from each other and from the channel walls by the carrier 

fluid, each individual droplet can serve as an encapsulated cargo platform for cells, particles, or 

biomolecules (DNA, proteins); and can be a microreactor for chemical or biochemical synthesis 

[37, 187]. Major advantages of using isolated pico- to nanoliter droplets as reaction vesicles instead 
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of traditional well plates or single-phase microfluidic devices include largely reduced reagent 

consumption, enhanced mixing, shortened reaction time and unparalleled high throughput [5]. 

For most applications, droplet generation marks the initial and important step, which is expected 

to have stable and predictable outcomes [31]. A well-controlled droplet generation process is 

required for various applications including biochemical screening, click chemistry, and DNA 

polymerase chain reaction in order to have precise products and results [151, 188, 189].  

Although droplets can be generated passively at kHz rates in microchannel networks by varying 

applied pressures and channel geometries [31], precise control of individual droplets becomes 

challenging because any design flaws, fabrication defects and pressure fluctuations would affect 

the designed functionality. It is also difficult to generate droplets on-demand which is important 

for many applications requiring a higher degree control of droplet number and spacing as well as 

reaction time [190]. 

 Alternatively, active methods are favorable for on-demand generation of droplets by integrating 

external forces. For comprehensive understanding of active methods for droplet generation, 

readers are referred to some excellent reviews [31, 35]. Briefly, some active methods involve the 

integration of moving parts such as mechanical valves [191, 192] and electrically-actuated 

membranes [193] while others rely on the applied electrical fields to control droplet volume and 

generation frequencies [73, 194, 195].  

Droplet generation is mainly dominated by the competition between interfacial tension and viscous 

forces when flow rates are not high (shear force is negligible) and thus varying the interfacial 

tension becomes one of the effective ways for generating droplet on-demand in addition to varying 
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flow and geometric conditions. Interfacial tension is influenced by temperature and surfactants 

that can be added to one or both phases of the fluids [196]. Embedded heaters were straightforward 

for thermally mediated generation of droplets or bubbles [77, 197]. These resistive heating 

methods are difficult to achieve localized heating of droplets and have a relatively long response 

time for switching onsoff. Stan et al. reported a method to implement two different temperature 

zones on a microfluidic flow-focusing generator by using two heat exchangers that are insulated 

from each other [198]. They achieved independent control of drop size and velocity by varying 

both temperature and flow rate. The study did not aim at forming droplets through heating rather 

temperature zones are utilized for manipulation of droplet size. 

Cordero et al. later reported the use of a laser beam to generate different optical patterns that were 

able to localize heating at the desired locations for generating and directing droplets [79]. Park 

et.al. used laser induced cavitation to improve the high throughput of on-demand droplet 

generation [78]. These optical methods offer more control over the droplet generation than the 

traditional thermal methods with the cost of synchronizing the optical system with the fluid system. 

Microwave heating has also been demonstrated for enhancing droplet mixing [46] and assisting in 

nanoparticle synthesis [115]. Microwave heating is basically converting electromagnetic energy to 

thermal energy deposited in droplets of particular dielectric properties efficiently [110]. It can 

selectively heat droplets leaving the surrounding carrier fluid unheated based on different dielectric 

properties [45]. Moreover, microwave heating exhibits strong localization and features fast heating 

and cooling [11, 47], which enables pulse heating, because heating stops once the power is off. 

This controlled pulse heating provides an opportunity to utilize microwave method as an external 

source to achieve on demand droplet generation which is demonstrated in this study. The influence 

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlehtml/2013/nr/c3nr00500c
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of microwave power on the droplet generation performance is investigated and the generation 

mechanism is briefly discussed. 

Figure 5.1. Schematic of the microfluidic chip integrated with the microwave heater. 

5.3. Experimental 

The reported microwave heater is a co-centric ring resonator made of metal traces on a glass slide 

that is integrated with a Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic chip as shown in Figure 5.1. 

The outer ring receives power from a frequency generator (HMC-T2100, Hittite) and the 

resonating inner ring has a capacitive gap that is aligned with the microfluidic T-junction channel 

and deposits energy into the liquid at the junction. The fluids including both the carrier phase 

(fluorinated oil, FC-40 from Sigma-Aldrich) and droplet phases (DI-water) are pumped through 

the microchannels via a pressure source (Fluigent MFCS-8C) and the droplet generation process 

is visualized via a CCD camera in a microscope (Eclipse Ti, Nikon, Retiga 2000R, QImaging).  

5.3.1. Device design and fabrication  

The focus of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility of using microwave heating to generate 

droplets on-demand, therefore a T-junction generator is chosen because of its simplicity and the 
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superior control it offers over droplet size. The channel width and height are similar to our previous 

studies on microwave sensing and heating, which are 210 μm and 40 μm respectively [11]. 

The microfluidic chip consists of two parts: a glass slide with the microwave components and a 

PDMS mold. The detailed fabrication procedures can be found from our previous publication [46]. 

Briefly, the microwave components are fabricated using a combination of photolithography and 

electroplating while the microchannels are made by using soft-lithography techniques. To ensure 

the same surface properties for stable droplet formation, a thin PDMS layer is coated on top of the 

microwave components serving as one of the channel walls when bonded with the PDMS mold 

via plasma surface treatment.  

5.3.2. Droplet Generation mechanism 

Although systematic investigation of the mechanism of microwave heating induced on-demand 

droplet generation is beyond the focus of this study, qualitative discussion is helpful in exploring 

and designing the system. Most active methods generate droplets by bringing extra energy to 

disturb the interface. For example, laser mediated droplet generation methods disturb the interface 

by using the optical cavitation bubble generated with an intense laser pulse focusing on the liquid 

medium [78, 79]. Droplets can be generated on-demand by controlling the laser beam, e.g. by 

controlling either the laser beam power or focusing position. On the contrast, the microwave heater 

presented here localizes heating to the interface region of the two fluids that aligns with the 

capacitive gap of the resonator. The temperature increase in the interface region reduces the 

interfacial tension as well as the viscosities of the two fluids allowing the droplet fluid to penetrate 

into the carrier fluid forming a droplet.  
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For efficient heating, the resonator should align with the interface of the two fluids. To demonstrate 

the feasibility of leveraging microwave heating for droplet generation, the generation process 

should start with a stable interface. When the interface is stable, a pressure balance exists at the 

interface such that 𝑃𝑑 − 𝑃𝑐 = ∆𝑃 where 𝑃𝑑 [Pa] and 𝑃𝑐 [Pa] represent the pressures at the interface 

from the droplet and carrier fluid side respectively, and ∆𝑃 =  𝛾 ∗ (2 𝐻⁄ + 2 𝑊⁄ ) is the Laplace 

pressure where 𝛾 [Nsm] is the interfacial tension and  𝐻 [m] and 𝑊 [m] are the channel height and 

width respectively. Droplets can be generated by breaking this balance such as increasing the 

applied pressure drop or reducing the Laplace pressure via microwave heating, which are both 

influenced by the interface position in relevance to the T-junction. Understanding the required 

applied pressure drop for generating droplets also provides the guidance in microwave heating 

mediated droplet generation by predicting the power required.  

For simplicity, the pressure applied to the inlet of the carrier fluid is kept constant (i.e. 300mbar) 

and the pressure applied to the inlet of the droplet fluid is varied to maintain a stable interface at 

different positions. It is first estimated based on the pressure balance, 𝑃𝑑 − 𝑃𝑐 =  𝛾 ∗ (2 𝐻⁄ +

2 𝑊⁄ ), and the hydrodynamic resistance of each channel [199] and then slightly adjusted based on 

the pressure source and tubing during the experiments. In this study, it is varied from 150 mbar to 

155 mbar to maintain the interface position from 150 μm to 1000 μm measured from the top of the 

horizontal channel as shown in Figure 5.2. The required pressure increase to generate droplets 

from a stable interface position of 150 μm is around 3 mbar, which increases to 6 mbar when the 

interface is further away from the T-junction, such as 1000 μm. This information provides guidance 

in the design and operation of microwave heater for droplet generation.  
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Figure 5.2. Relation between interface position and pressure difference with the microwave heater 

In this study, the temperature-dependent interfacial tension was reduced by increasing the 

temperature of the fluids near the interface using microwave heating while the applied pressures 

are kept constant. The interfacial tension for the fluid pair (i.e. DI water and FC-40) is 0.052 Nsm 

at room temperature [200]. A Laplace pressure reduction of 4.7 mbar is realized by applying 27 

dBm microwave heating as a result of the decreasing of interfacial tension [201]. The change of 

Laplace pressure is comparable with the required pressure difference when the resonator is 

positioned close to the junction as shown in Figure 5.2. It suggests that microwave heating has the 

ability to induce droplet generation by changing the interfacial tension. It should be noted that the 

fluid viscosity will also decrease with increasing temperature, which would play a role in droplet 

formation dynamics such as shortening the breakoff time. Quantitative evaluation of the role of 

viscosity on droplet formation dynamics is beyond the scope of this study. 
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5.4. Results and Discussion 

Figure 5.3. Illustration of time-elapsed droplet generation. (a) schematic of the chip with the sensor region 

corresponding to the rest of the images highlighted, (b) microwave heater is off with a stable interface 

maintained (hard to see due to the sensor); and (c-f) microwave heater is on with droplets being formed. 

Microwave heating mediated on-demand droplet generation is demonstrated using a sequence of 

images shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3 a shows schematic of the microfluidic chip and the region 

corresponding to the images. The droplet generation starts with a static interface maintained by the 

applied pressures (155 mbar and 300 mbar are applied at the inlet of the droplet fluid and carrier 

fluid respectively), while the microwave heater is turned off (Figure 5.3 b). After the heater is 

turned on with a power of 27 dBm (Figure 5.3 c), it deposits energy into the fluids near the interface 

which aligns with the capacitive gap of the resonator (Figure 5.1). The elevated temperature in the 

interface reduces the interfacial tension and thus the applied pressure difference overcomes the 

interfacial tension forcing the droplet fluid to penetrate into the oil stream (Figure 5.3 d) and to be 

dispersed into a droplet (Figure 5.3 e-f). The droplet formation can be stopped almost 
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instantaneously by turning off the microwave heater because the heat is localized and the fresh 

room-temperature liquid fills in the heater region lowering down the temperature quickly. 

Microwave mediated droplet generation is basically thermal capillary effects; therefore, 

microwave power should influence the droplet formation. It is expected that droplet generation 

frequency would decrease with the microwave power decreasing. To verify this concept, the 

microwave power was varied from 24-27 dBm which would result in temperature increase of 

around 40-60oC from room temperature [202]. Figure 5.4 depicts the effects of microwave power 

on droplet generation time. It can be clearly observed that a higher microwave power results in a 

shorter generation time. This fast change in temperature leads to a fast change in Laplace pressure 

which facilitates a quick droplet generation process. Therefore, adjusting the power of microwave 

could be a strategy for controlling droplet generation rate. However, it should be noted that too 

high temperature could potential overheat the thin PDMS film coated on top of the heater causing 

it to peel off from the heater and influencing droplet generation. 
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The microwave mediated droplet generation occurs in the squeezing regime [203] meaning that 

the interface grows into the oil stream causing obstruction to the upstream oil and then continues 

to grow till touching the horizontal channel wall and blocking the upstream oil. The build-up 

pressure in the upstream oil then squeezes and pinches off the droplet. In the squeezing regime, 

for a given set of fluids pairs, the droplet volume is mainly dominated by the applied pressures and 

the geometric conditions, which were maintained constant. It is expected that the droplet volume 

would remain roughly the same while microwave heating mainly influences droplet formation 

cycle. The volume of the generated droplets was measured and calculated as shown in Figure 5.4 

showing that the size of droplets are close for each cases.  

Figure 5.4. Relation between microwave power and droplet generation time and droplet size 

The droplet formation cycle is long with the shortest one being around 1 second marking a 

generation frequency of around 1 Hz or lower. This is low compared with most passive droplet 

generation methods and some high-throughput active droplet generation methods. However, its 

advantages of on-demand droplet generation and potential to be integrated with microwave sensing 
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make it uniquely useful for many applications that require dynamically changing of the materials 

and well-controlled time for reaction. For example, the required microwave power could be tuned 

based on the materials that can be sensed.  

5.5. Conclusions and future work 

In this study, a simple, new method is reported for on-demand droplet generation mediated by 

microwave heating which generates disturbance to the interface by reducing the interfacial tension. 

The microwave heater is capable of confining power into a small region realizing localized heating 

which is advantageous for controlling droplet generation on-demand because the temperature of 

the fluid can be increased or decreased quickly. The generation cycle can be controlled by the 

applied microwave power and the droplet volume is mainly dependent on the applied pressures for 

a given set of geometric conditions and fluid pair. The limited throughput of generation can be 

further improved by optimizing the microwave resonator design and the droplet generator design, 

which justify an extensive additional study.  
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Chapter 6 : Crosstalk Analysis and Optimization in a Compact 

Microwave-Microfluidic Device for Simultaneous Heating and 

Sensing 

6.1. Overview 

This chapter will be submitted: Cui, Weijia, Zahra Abbasi and Carolyn L. Ren. "Crosstalk Analysis and 

Optimization in a Compact Microwave-Microfluidic Device for Simultaneous Heating and Sensing" 

A non-invasive contactless simultaneous heating and sensing in a microfluidic device is enabled 

using planar Split-Ring Resonators (SRR). Simultaneous heating and sensing offer tremendous 

potential for tailored reactions, which are in high demand in material synthesis; however, it has 

always been very challenging. Such a function has been realized previously but was operated in a 

predefined mode. To fully realize the potential of simultaneous sensing and heating for tailoring 

the droplet's reaction environment, at least two resonators with one sensing the droplet and the 

other heating it are needed. The primary concern for two resonators in a single microfluidic chip 

is the crosstalk between the two resonators. Here, the crosstalk is referred to as the phenomenon 

that one signal creates the undesired signal in another circuit generating inaccurate results.  This 

study investigates the fundamental challenges of integrating two or more microwave resonators 

within a typical microfluidic device footprint. In order to prevent crosstalk, numerical simulation 

is carried out to investigate the limitation of the distance between two adjacent resonators. The 

ANSYS HFSS is used to perform the electromagnetic analysis based on the finite element method. 

Experimental studies are also conducted to validate the numerical results using a vector network 

analyzer (VNA). An optimized distance between two resonators is suggested through this study 
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and provides design strategies for the future simultaneous microwave-microfluidic sensing and 

heating experiment.       

6.2. Introduction 

The Lab-on-Chip (LOC) concept has allowed the miniaturization for the advanced processes to be 

realized in very small devices. By integrating a series of functions onto one single platform, LOC 

devices present a number of advantages over their traditional counterparts, such as reduced sample 

consumption, shortened analysis time, lower cost and higher efficiency [12, 204]. Recently, the 

development of droplet microfluidic systems has offered a practical solution to improve and study 

the dynamics of many chemical and biochemical reactions, facilitating the development of LOC 

[56]. Further reduced sample consumption, increased reaction rate, and isolation of individual 

droplets by their carrier fluid make droplet microfluidic systems a strong candidates to serve as 

reactors/detectors, complementing or replacing their conventional counterparts [5]. Integrating 

droplet microfluidics enabled functions into LOC platforms offers tremendous potential to make 

typical reactors or detection methods, such as PCR process [37] or heavy metals detection [120], 

for Point of Use (POU) [205, 206]. However, to realize the potential, some challenges remain 

related to the applicability of microfluidic systems on a large scale, which lies in both fabrication 

techniques and the ability to accommodate multiple functional units in limited space without 

compromising their performance. In addition to droplet manipulations such as droplet generation, 

splitting and merging, droplet sensing and heating are the key functions to be integrated for 

chemical and biochemical applications [156]. 

Sensing in droplet microfluidics devices provides detailed information regarding materials’ 

contents, concentration, size, and temperature, which is essential to fully realize the potential of 
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droplet microfluidics. Optical methods are commonly used for monitoring and detection in 

microfluidic systems [207]. In optical sensing, analyzing the light source changes from fluorescent, 

infrared, or UV provides information about different materials [208]. However, optical methods 

often require bulk detection systems, tend to exhaust the image analysis processor, and involve 

fluorescent labeling, limiting their application for POU. Electrical methods are alternative ways 

used in microfluidics sensing in favor of POU applications [209]. Capacitive sensors, 

electrochemical sensors, and impedance variation-based detection methods are widely available to 

extract material information by monitoring and processing the variation in the output electrical 

signals. Leveraging electrical techniques to detect microfluidic droplets size and flow rate inside 

the channel, or general control over and handling droplet manipulation, has been widely used in 

the literature [210, 211]. However, it raises challenges for conventional electrical methods to detect 

materials that are not electroactive and detect high throughput rates [10]. 

Planar microwave resonators have recently attracted a lot of attention from academia and industry 

for sensing applications due to their simple fabrication process, easy integration with CMOS, lab-

on-chip compatibility, and flexibility design [212]. In microwave sensing, detection is carried out 

by utilizing the interaction between the electromagnetic (EM) field around the microwave sensor 

with the sensing material in the surrounding environment, which empowers them to perform highly 

accurate non-contact and real-time sensing and detection while materials under the test changes in 

electrical properties (dielectric permittivity or conductivity). Their exceptional performance in 

non-contact and distant sensing makes them a strong method for monitoring liquid inside the 

microfluidic channel since it eliminates the need for chemical modification or physical contact 

with the sample under the test [10, 213-215]. Researchers have devoted themselves to employing 

microwave to explore the dielectric properties of materials, especially liquid materials, promoting 
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using microwave techniques as sensing methods for liquid material detection in microfluidic 

systems [110]. Additionally, they have been utilized for a wide range of highly sensitive 

applications, including hazardous gas concentration monitoring[216, 217], biomedical 

detection[218], and chemical solutions sensing [219-221]. 

Heating in a microfluidic platform is desired for many applications, such as DNA amplification 

[147] and materials synthesis [222]. In microfluidics, available popular heating approaches rely on 

heat conduction using one of the resistant heating, Peltier, and Joule heating methods, where 

simple elements are used to realize efficient heating [223]. However, these heating techniques 

suffer from imprecise heating, which is a severe drawback of localized heat production. Optical 

methods such as laser heating have also been used due to their efficient and precise heat production 

but relying on expensive equipment and tedious alignment limits their broad applications. As a 

result, portable, efficient, and low-cost heating methods are desired to be integrated with 

microfluidic systems for multiple applications.  

The application of planar microwave structures in microfluidic systems has been demonstrated for 

localized heating [11, 185]. In the microwave frequency range, some liquid materials have the 

ability to convert electromagnetic emerge to heat due to molecular friction. This kind of heating is 

volumetric and spontaneous in nature, which means that the heating can be self-triggered by 

materials entering the microwave heater region [45]. Using microwave-based heating structures 

can directly provide power to the target materials and realize fast heating, significantly reducing 

reaction time for many applications [127]. These advantages make microwave technology an 

excellent candidate to be integrated with microfluidic systems for both sensing and heating 

purposes.  
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The main element of the proposed microwave system for sensing and heating is a split-ring 

resonator (SRR). The SRR is able to distinguish materials by their different electrical properties 

such as permittivity and conductivity. The changes in these properties cause variations in the 

system's frequency response, which can be used for sensing purposes. Additionally, delivering 

microwave power to the sensing region of the SRR limits the power to be received only by the 

droplet passing the resonator, leaving the surrounding media unaffected. Microwave sensing and 

microwave heating of individual droplets have been demonstrated separately with a single SRR 

[10, 224]; however, its promise for simultaneous sensing and heating of droplets has not been 

realized, which requires more than one SRR to be integrated.  

Selectively heating individual droplets with a certain content to the desired temperature is very 

challenging. It needs to acquire the droplet content information by droplet sensing first, which is 

then used as the feedback for selectively heating this particular droplet. Two resonators are needed 

to realize this procedure, with one for sensing and the other for heating, and they need to work 

together and be controlled by a backstage system. Integrating two microwave resonators on a 

typical microfluidic chip of 1”x3” presents the potential to realize simultaneous microwave 

sensing and heating and raises a concern of crosstalk between the two resonators. The crosstalk 

here is referred to the phenomenon that one signal creates the undesired signal in another circuit 

generating inaccurate results.   

This paper proposes a study and detailed analysis of the impact of two SRRs and the crosstalk 

between them during simultaneous sensing and heat production. The SRRs are a copper trace that 

offers consistent performance, making the proposed structure highly reliable. Different sets of 

simulations and experiments have been performed to highlight the effects of varying the design 
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parameters on the crosstalk and interference level. This brief will be continued in Section 6.3 with 

a focus on methodology, and the simulations and measurement results for different studies are 

presented in Section 6.4, followed by a conclusion in Section 6.5. 

 

Figure 6.1. (a) Detailed schematic of the proposed microwave-microfluidic device for simultaneous 

heating and sensing and (b) side view of the microfluidic chip of model. 
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6.3. Methodology 

6.3.1. Effect of Design Parameters on Crosstalk  

Figure 6.1(a) shows a schematic of the proposed microwave-microfluidic device, including a 

sensing resonator (resonator 1), and a heating resonator (resonator 2), fabricated on a glass 

substrate. The form of the experimental microfluidic system and the shape of droplets are also 

shown in Figure 6.1(a). The designed microchannel is responsible for carrying the droplets and the 

details of the microfluidic chip is shown in Figure 6.1(b). The side view of our model exhibited 

the complex layers of the devices including the glass substrate, two resonators, a passivation layer 

separating the resonators from the microchannel molded in PDMS and the dashed lines sketching 

the electrical field line. A signal generator has been used to apply RF power producing heat, and a 

Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) measures the microwave sensing results. When two resonators 

are located close to each other, there will be interactions between their EM fields, and as a result 

of this mutual coupling between the two resonators, crosstalk occurs. This interference could 

seriously affect the sensing and detection results that influence the control and precision of the 

whole system since precise sensing is required to create reliable heat on the droplet. In the proposed 

design, the impact of high-power RF signal exciting the heating resonator on the sensing resonator, 

which will significantly influence the detection results, is also one of the major concerns. A key 

factor determining the crosstalk is the physical distance between the two resonators placed on the 

device, which must be optimized. An optimal distance here indicates that the distance cannot be 

too small, causing significant crosstalk effects or too large, which is limited by the size of our 

typical microfluidic device (normally 1”x3”). Additionally, the resonators will not be able to 
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perform simultaneous sensing and heating when the distance between them is too large due to the 

time delay for the droplet to travel through both the resonators.  

The key objective of this work is to numerically and experimentally investigate the impact of 

different design factors on the crosstalk between the two-resonators integrated in a microfluidic 

system. The influence of the distance between the two resonators (refer to as gap distance, d, in 

Figure 6.2, hereafter), resonator design, and microwave power on crosstalk are investigated. To 

focus on the crosstalk, the design of the two resonators are considered to be the same. Numerical 

simulation in this work is served as a main tool to construct the chip model and investigate the 

crosstalk between the two resonators. ANSYS HFSS is employed to simulate different 

configurations and conditions with changing parameters. Transmission parameters and the 

scattering parameters are presented for crosstalk investigation. The justification of the assumptions 

in this work has been analyzed in detail previously [185]. Therefore, some major assumptions have 

been made as follows: i) droplets are stationary on the top of resonators, which is considered such 

that droplet motion does not influence the electrical field; ii) the droplets are studied as directly 

contacting with the channel wall and the gutter region at the intersection of the cornets, and 3D 

droplet shapes are considered; and iii) the dielectric constants of the droplet and chip materials in 

the simulation are considered as constant to neglect their effect on the electrical field. 

6.3.2. Designing Microwave Resonator-based Structure    

The numerical model is constructed in HFSS with two resonators illustrated in Figure 6.2. A 

microfluidic system with two identical resonators is designed and simulated, and the dimensions 

of the design are also included in Figure 6.2. The microwave signal is fed through the outer loop 

microstrip line, the ports connected to SMA connectors and coaxial cables. The inner loop is the 
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SRR with a small gap, which is the hotspot of the resonator for sensing application. It is designed 

in a spiral shape to confine microwave energy and maximize its interaction with the microchannel 

aligned with the gap area. 

 

Figure 6.2. The main structure of the proposed design with the dimensions: 𝐿𝑟 = 5𝑚𝑚 , 𝑔𝑟 = 2𝑚𝑚, 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 6.95 𝑚𝑚, 𝑅𝑖𝑛 = 4.25𝑚𝑚, 𝑑 = 2𝑚𝑚 

Another important part of the simulation process and understanding the numerical problems is the 

boundary conditions setup in HFSS since boundary conditions define the field behavior in the 

discontinuous boundaries. Applying the boundary conditions in HFSS helps control the 

characteristics of the planes’ faces or interface between objects and reduce the complexity of the 

model. As a result, specific simulation conditions have been defined and used for reliable and high 

accuracy simulations, which are listed in Section 3.5. As mentioned before, the purpose of this 

work is to investigate the crosstalk phenomena in the microfluidic chip with multiple resonators. 

The gap distance, the radius of the inner and outer loop, and the power of excitation are among the 

most critical parameters that affect the crosstalk between the two resonators in the system. Figure 
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6.2 illustrates the geometric parameters including the gap distance (d), the radius of the resonators 

(𝑅𝑖𝑛) and the radius of the ports (𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡). 

6.3.3. Scattering Parameter and Sensing Analysis 

The behavior of the microwave resonator is characterized and evaluated by scattering parameters 

(S-parameters). In the proposed platform, a two-port network is considered due to the existence of 

two microwave resonators. S-parameter can help us analyze the power transfer and reflection 

between each port. The reflection coefficient, S11, is used to determine the material properties 

change in the resonator region for sensing purposes. It is the ratio of reflected power to incident 

power. Transmission coefficient, S12, characterizes the ratio of the reflective power in port 1 over 

the incident power in port 2. In this study, the transmission coefficient is used to evaluate the 

crosstalk by analyzing the power transferred to port 1 relative to the input power at port 2.  

The S12 response of the microwave sensor is dependent on the electrical characteristics of the 

ambient surrounding it. The main microwave circuit in the proposed design is SRR, and the initial 

resonant frequency of the resonator is related to its physical length (l) according to the following 

equation:  

𝑙 =
1

2√𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 

𝑐

𝑓r
                                                                                                       (6-1) 

where c is the speed of light (m/s), 𝑓r is the resonant frequency (Hz), and 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective 

permittivity (F/m) of the resonator medium that is determined by the material surrounding the tag 

resonator [225]. The variation in 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓  will affect the resonance frequency to shift up/down 

depending on the sample under test. 
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Assuming the complex permittivity of the material under test over the tag resonator is a complex 

value: 

𝜀 =  ε𝑟 −  jε"                                                                                                                               (6-2)                                                              

where εr is the relative permittivity, which is a measure of how much energy from an external 

electric field is stored in a material. The imaginary part ε" is called the loss factor and is a measure 

of dissipation or loss of a material in the presence of an external electric field. The presence of the 

material in the ambient around the resonator will act as the most effecting element to change 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓, 

making it suitable for sensing. On the other hand, the variation in ε" will be reflected in amplitude 

variation and quality factor [215]. 

6.3.4. Experimental methods 

The fabrication of a microfluidic chip is based on soft lithography. The fabrication of microwave 

resonators relies on electroplating on a copper-coated glass slide (Cu134 from EMF Corporation), 

and more details can be found elsewhere [46]. The difference between the previously fabricated 

single resonator and the two resonators lies in the alignment of two resonators in a single glass 

slide, which requires the entire electroplating process to be more precise and careful. Microfluidic 

chips with two resonators differing in the gap distance are fabricated to validate the simulation 

results. After the electroplating procedure mentioned above, plasma treatment is carried out with 

a glass slide and a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold. The plasma treatment tightly follows 

bonding of glass slide and PDMS mold under the microscope, and a marker in the glass slide is 

used to ensure that both resonators are in the middle of the microchannel in the PDMS mold. The 

chip image and schematic are shown in Figure 6.3. Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) (MS2028C, 
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Anritsu) is used here to characterize resonator sensing performance and evaluate crosstalk 

problem. 

6.4. Results and discussion 

6.4.1. The effect of gap size on crosstalk 

In our work, a typical microfluidic device features a size of 1”x3”, which is a relatively small 

device limiting the wide deployment of multiple resonators. The first and major parameter to be 

considered in this work is the gap distance, which directly affects the coupling strength between 

them, a dominant factor for the determination of crosstalk.  The smaller gap distance increases the 

interference they have on each other in terms of performance. Also, crosstalk becomes a more 

significant issue for the microfluidic devices due to the small size of the device, which adds a 

limitation to the location of the transmission lines. Therefore, it is necessary to find an optimized 

gap distance to prevent crosstalk while designing the microwave-microfluidic device at its 

minimum size.   

 

Figure 6.3. The schematic of components and fabricated microfluidic chip for validation. 
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In the first step of simulations, the variation on the gap distance is studied. The gap distance in the 

numerical simulation is defined as the minimum distance between two outer loops (d) changing 

from 2 mm to 12 mm. The choice of 2 mm as the smallest gap distance is due to the fabrication 

limitations since enough space is required for the two SMA connectors being soldered.  

Considering the overall channel structure and microchip size and to avoid failure of fabrication 

process, the upper limit for the gap distance is set as 12 mm. Figure 6.4(a) exhibits the simulation 

results for S12 parameter versus frequency for different gap distance values. Both the amplitude 

and resonance frequency variation of the S12 response are affected by d changes as shown in 

Figure 6.4(a). An overall trend for the frequency variations as d changes is shown in Figure 6.4(b). 

The results presented in Figure 6.4 also highlight that the S12 response amplitude level increases 

as the distance between the two ports decreases, which results from stronger coupling and more 

power transfer from port 1 to port 2. When the S12 goes lower in amplitude in the frequency range, 

it means less power is coupled between the two resonators, and less crosstalk would be the result. 

Comparing different S12 responses shown in Figure 6.4(a), less signal tends to be transferred from 

port 1 to port 2 making the crosstalk effect negligible. In the gap distance variation from 2 mm to 

5 mm, the S12 amplitude value at resonance frequency changes 12.2%, and this ratio is 4.3% for 

5 mm cases and 10 mm cases. But when distance varies from 10 mm to 12 mm, the S12 valley 

value at resonance frequency shows a 1.89% difference resulting from weak coupling in 10-12 

mm distance range.  

Based on the simulation results, microfluidic chips with a different gap distance of 2 mm, 5 mm, 

and 10 mm are evaluated for crosstalk performance. It is worth mentioning that the 12 mm case is 

not selected due to its similar performance as 10 mm. The fabricated devices for d=2 mm,5 mm, 

and 10 mm is presented in Figure 6.4(c) followed by the measurement results in Figure 6.4(d). In 
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Figure 6.4(d), transmission coefficient S12 shows a similar trend as simulation results. When the 

gap distance increases, S12 parameter decreases indicating that there is a reduction on crosstalk 

phenomena. S12 parameter of 10 mm case has the smallest value among three cases showing less 

coupling effect and presents the best performance to eliminate crosstalk. 

 

Figure 6.4. (a) Numerical simulation results for S12 while changing minimum gap size between the two 

resonators: 2 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm, (b) frequency shift versus gap size as it changes from 2 mm 

to 12 mm, (c) fabricated device for different gap size values, and (d) Measurement results for the S12 

response d=2 mm, 5 mm, and 10 mm 
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As shown in Figure 6.4(a) and (b), the resonance frequency is also impacted as the gap distance 

changes. A circuit model of the design is shown in Figure 6.5(a) for further understanding to 

analyze the resonance frequency variation in the response by changing the gap distance. In Figure 

6.5(a), 𝐶𝜇 and 𝐿𝜇 describe the microstrip copper line of port 1 and port 2, which is coupled to the 

ideal (lossless) resonator with couplings capacitors 𝐶𝑐1 and 𝐶𝑐2. The ideal resonator is modeled 

with a parallel inductor and capacitor, 𝐶1 − 𝐿1 for the resonator coupled to port 1 and 𝐶2 − 𝐿2 for 

the resonator coupled to port 2 [216, 226]. Another considerable effect is created by the presence 

of 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑘 since the closeness between the two ports/resonators results in forming and unwanted 

capacitor which is a circuit definition for the crosstalk. By increasing the distance, the coupling 

capacitance in the gap, 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑘 becomes a smaller value and as a result of that, the equivalent 

capacitance of the circuit model (𝐶𝑒𝑞𝑢) will be impacted (Figure 6.5(b)). Referring to the relation 

between the resonance frequency (𝑓𝑟) and the equivalent capacitance and inductance of the circuit 

model (𝑓𝑟 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿𝑒𝑞𝑢𝐶𝑒𝑞𝑢
) and considering the fact that 𝐶𝑒𝑞𝑢 and 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑘 are directly correlated, 

the resonance frequency will be impacted by variation of the gap size. A larger gap size results in 

a smaller value of 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑘 and reduces the equivalent capacitance of the whole 2-port circuit and 

this creates upshift in frequency, which is verified in simulations and measurements. 
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Figure 6.5. (a) Detailed and (b) equivalent Circuit model for the proposed dual-resonator structure with 

Advanced Design Systems (ADS) simulations 

Figure 6.6(a) describes the simulation for S11 while the resonator, coupled with port 2, performs 

microwave heating. Port 2 is connected to a power input of 26 dBm, a standard power level used 

in microfluidic heating experiments [46], and port 1 is connected to the VNA to monitor variation 

around the coupled resonator, which is a microwave sensing device. To evaluate the effect of 

crosstalk initiated from the strong microwave signal in heating resonator on sensing performance, 

S11 of a single resonator structure is used as the reference, since there is no effect from a secondary 

resonator that could cause crosstalk in the response, and other simulations are compared to it. As 

the gap distance increases and the S11 signal in the dual resonator structure is getting close to that 

of one resonator case, the result indicates minimum crosstalk. It can be observed that the 2 mm 

gap distance demonstrates the maximum difference between single and dual resonator cases, and 

as the gap distance increases, S11 is getting closer to the no crosstalk situation. As shown in Figure 
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6.6(a), the resonance frequency in the S11 response moves to upper frequencies as the gap distance 

increases, which is also the result of decreasing 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑘 and  𝐶𝑒𝑞𝑢 as a result of it. Figure 6.6(b) 

shows the S11 measurement results from the fabricated device while the second resonator is used 

for heat production. It suggests that as the distance increases from 2 mm to 10 mm, the crosstalk 

is decreasing. The experimental results and the numerical simulation results confirm that a 10 mm 

interval for two resonators is an optimized distance to minimize crosstalk.  

6.4.2. The effect of resonators’ radius on crosstalk 

Based on the experimental results presented in Figures 6.4 and 6.6, 10 mm is the optimized gap 

distance which allows the design of the resonators to be tuned to further minimization in the 

crosstalk. An important parameter worth investigating is the radius of resonators, 𝑅𝑖𝑛, and the 

ports, 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡. In regular cases, 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 is set as 6.95 mm and the 𝑅𝑖𝑛 is 4.25 mm. In order to investigate 

the influence of different radius on the crosstalk between two resonators, the inner and outer loop 

radius are considered with the change from 0.25 to 0.5mm in the simulation. Figure 6.7(a) shows 

the S12 results of the cases with the variations in 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 values. The outer loop in the resonator 

structure is designed to be excited with microwave signal and transfer the signal to the resonator, 

which is designed as the inner loop, through EM coupling. With different outer loop radius, while 

keeping the inner loop radius a constant value, it can be observed that the amplitude of the S12 

response drops as the outer diameter decreases, which indicates that the decreasing of the outer 

loop diameter increases the coupling between the excitation ports and the resonator and has a 

positive effect on reducing crosstalk. In these cases, the resonance frequency stays consistent 

because changing outer loop radius effect on 𝐶𝑒𝑞𝑢 and 𝐿𝑒𝑞𝑢 is negligible.  
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Figure 6.6. S11 (a) Simulation and (b) measurement results for different cases with a changed distance 

between resonators while using S11 of a single resonator structure as the reference point. 

In Figure 6.7(b), S12 parameter of the varying 𝑅𝑖𝑛  is exhibited. When the inner loop radius 

increases, the amplitude in the S12 has a decreasing trend, implying the reduction of crosstalk and 

this trend is similar to the outer loop cases. As the increase of the inner loop radius, more power is 

coupled to the inner loop from the outer loop resulting in a reduction of crosstalk. As the inner 
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loop radius increases, the resonance frequency of the S12 response reduces since the resonance 

frequency and the resonator's total length is reversely correlated as mentioned in equation (6-1). 

 From these two studies investigating the loop design parameters, it can be concluded that 

optimizing the resonator design by reducing the distance between two resonators (either increasing 

the radius of the inner loop or decreasing outer loop radius) can help to alleviate crosstalk between 

two adjacent resonators.  

 

Figure 6.7. Numerical simulation results for different cases with a changed radius for (a) Outer loop (b) 

Inner loop. 

 

6.4.3. The effect of signal generator power on crosstalk  

Any undesired signal that interferes with the target signal can be defined as crosstalk. The signal 

strength also affects crosstalk, besides manipulating the structure and gap distance of the two 

elements. The resonator for heating purposes receives signal with high power, and this high-power 

signal can cause an undesired signal in the resonator for sensing. As a result, it is necessary to 
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investigate the impact of the power level received in the heating resonator on the sensing resonator 

coupled to port 1. Changing the input power level connected to port 2 for heating purpose will 

change the transmitted power from port 1 to port 2, and as a result of it the reflective power 

characterized by S11 which is an indicator of crosstalk. Therefore, S11 is used to evaluate the 

effect of microwave power on crosstalk. Figure 6.8 depicts the numerical results of the power 

effect on crosstalk. The input power is changing from 26 dBm to 20 dBm. The S11 signal with 

different input power is compared with one resonator case, which is considered no crosstalk. As 

the input power value decreases, S11 signal gets closer to the no crosstalk case, meaning that the 

crosstalk is reduced. Therefore, minimized input power is desired to prevent crosstalk if it is high 

enough to produce the required heating for a specific application. 

 

Figure 6.8. Numerical simulation results to investigate the effect of microwave power on crosstalk 
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6.5. Conclusions 

In this study, we numerically and experimentally investigated the crosstalk between two adjacent 

resonators integrated in a microfluidic chip and the effect of crosstalk on the sensing performance 

of the design. In particular, we aimed to overcome the crosstalk phenomena by investigating the 

influence of parameters, including the distance between the two resonators, the radius of the 

excitation and resonator loops, and the input power. After the calculation of numerical simulation 

and experimental validation, an optimized distance of 10 mm between the two resonators is 

confirmed with less crosstalk inference and can be used for the next step experiments. Optimizing 

design of the resonator design by increasing the inner loop radius or decreasing the outer loop 

radius can also alleviate the crosstalk between two resonators. Lower input power if applicable is 

desired to reduce crosstalk. This study gives an understanding about the crosstalk between two 

resonators in a typical microfluidic chip and offer strategies to minimum the crosstalk influence 

for double resonators. 
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Chapter 7 : Lead detection based on nanomaterials modified 

microwave sensor in microfluidic device 

7.1. Overview 

This chapter will be submitted as two papers: (1) Cui, Weijia, Zhe Ren, Yongxin Song and Carolyn L. Ren. 

"Development and potential of heavy metal sensing in microfluidic systems: A Review."; (2) Cui, Weijia, 

Zhe Ren, Yongxin Song and Carolyn L. Ren. "Lead detection based on nanomaterials modified microwave 

sensor in microfluidic device" 

Lead in drinking water mainly arises from aging pipes and a small amount of lead can cause serious 

health problems to human. Therefore, constructing early monitor and warning of lead 

concentration in water is necessary and impactful to prevent any damage caused by lead. 

Conventional methods suffer from some limitations including high cost and bulk size device which 

prevent their widely use. In this work, a novel method to detect lead in water is presented based 

on a microfluidic chip integrated with gold nanoparticles modified sensor. The microwave sensor 

is designed as a double T structure and aligned with microfluidic channel to detect lead solutions. 

The results indicate that sensors modified with gold nanoparticles have bigger resonance frequency 

shifts than bare sensors. Distilled and tap water are both used to dissolve lead and similar results 

indicate that this method is capable to detect lead in real drinking water system. A portable vector 

network analyzer is proved to be capable of detecting lead concentration. Using gold nanoparticles 

modified microwave resonator in a microfluidic chip offers a new pathway to realize real time 

detection of lead in water. 
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7.2. Introduction 

Lead is an important element which has been widely used in industry areas including construction, 

batteries, bullets and paint. However, it is hard to avoid lead leaking or exposure to the 

environment, which can cause serious health problems. Researchers have investigated the toxicity 

of lead to environment and human body [227]. The pollution of lead has drawn great attention 

owning to the damage to human body caused by exceed amount lead, including disturbing nervous 

system and the damage to the brain. The tolerance amount for lead is always small in trace level 

and many international organizations like World Health Organization (WHO) and countries have 

set up the safe standard for lead ranging from 5 ppb to 15 ppb [228-231]. One of the major sources 

of lead is from the lead pipes and aging infrastructure, especially in some old facilities, which has 

high possibility to leak lead to human’s drinking water. An investigation regarding to the amount 

of lead in Canadian drinking water was carried out by several universities and media institutions. 

The results showed that most Canadian drinking water has an excessive lead amount [232]. 

Therefore, it drives us to investigate methods to monitor the level of lead in drinking water system 

and to control the lead level in the acceptable range.  

To detect the level of lead in trace level, conventional methods including atomic absorption 

spectroscopy (AAS) and mass spectroscopy (MS) have been used in professional laboratories 

[233]. These methods have great advantages to offer the detection for lead with high sensitivity 

and selectivity and reaching a good limit of detection (LOD) [234]. However, high cost for bulk 

devices, tedious sample preparation, and professional personnel are required to carry out the 

detection for lead based on these methods. And all the processes for conventional methods have 

to be performed in central laboratories, thus the samples have to experience transportation which 
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would increase the detection period and the risk of contamination. The shortcoming of these 

conventional methods limit the large scale use and real time detection for lead detection in the 

environment and stimulate the advanced methods to realize real-time detection of lead [44, 121, 

234].  

Microfluidic systems are good solutions to address the disadvantages of conventional methods 

with bulk devices [44]. Microfluidic systems deal with the fluid in micro and nano scales and 

enable the physical or chemical process with small amount of samples and short reaction time [12, 

138]. The opportunity for using microfluidic systems to detect lead amount lies in the combination 

of microfluidic systems and lead detection sensors to construct a Point of Care (POC) device [14]. 

This combination can impact multiplex functions to a small devices and enable small sample 

volume, short detection time, on-chip sample preparation and detection, which can offer more 

opportunities to develop real time and in-situ lead detection sensors [44].  

Efforts have been made to develop portable heavy metals detection sensors to realize real-time 

detection based on microfluidics systems. The most representative methods are optical and 

electrochemical sensing [233]. Optical methods rely on the interaction between target heavy metal 

ions and designed chemical materials with specific optical properties [235]. The optical signal 

changes including fluorescent intensity, ramen intensity, UV, and color change are then tracked to 

detect the existence and the amount of heavy metals [208]. Zhao et al. have presented a method in 

a microfluidic device for detecting Pb2+ using fluorescent sensor Calix-DANS4 which has the 

selective and sensitive character towards Pb2+ detection [236]. The microfluidic chip allows on-

chip passive mixing of sample and fluorescent molecular and achieves on-chip fast detection with 

a LOD of 5 ppb. Faye et al. has synthesized a fluorescent sensor containing three complexing 
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dansyl fluorophores (Calix-DANS3-OH) to detect Pb2+ [237]. An improvement made in this work 

is to anchor the florescent sensor Calix-DANS3-OH on the microfluidic device. They unutilized 

covalent bonding by making use of the inert siloxane bonds of PDMS polymer and activating its 

surface to graft fluorescent sensor to the wall [238]. A fluorescence quenching is then used to 

observe Pb2+ complexation in order to detect Pb2+ amount [237]. Optical fluorescence sensing 

towards Pb2+ shows a good selectivity and sensitivity but relies on the special bio-markers as 

additional chemical modification to bind with Pb2+ and requires bulk optical devices like 

fluorescence spectrometry which could limit the wide use of optical methods. Also in some harsh 

environments for example the cold areas, it rises the challenge for markers’ properties which can 

be sensitive to temperature. Fan et al. in their work show a simple and portable device to detect 

Pb2+ [239]. The presence of lead can be tracked through observation of the aggregation from the 

reaction of Pb2+ with 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA)-functionalized gold nanoparticles 

(MUA-AuNPs). The test is carried out in a PDMS with aggregation generated on the surface of 

chip and this can be visualized as a solid line. The result can be observed with naked eye or a drop 

of water as a magnifier which increases the portability for this methods and improvement can be 

made to enhance the LOD for more sensitive detection. Electrochemical methods for detecting 

heavy metals deal with the electric signal instead of optical signal. The mechanism is based on the 

movement of electrons on the electrodes surface [125]. Different electrical signal is detected to 

distinguish heavy metals ions based on their different redox potential using electrochemical 

methods. Hong et al. have established a microfluidic sensing platform for cadmium and lead 

detection [240]. In their work, the microfluidic device is fabricated using 3D printing technique. 

The electrode is constructed by using screen printed electrodes modified with porous Mn2O3 

derived from metal organic framework (MOF). MOF based nanomaterials is believed to have high 
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surface and thus to have high chemical activity, which can greatly increase the sensitivity and 

selectivity. The LOD for lead can be achieved at 2ug/L by using this electrochemical based sensing 

systems [241]. Shen et al. exhibit a modifier free and sensitive microfluidic carbon based 

electrochemical sensing method to detect heavy metal cadmium and lead [242]. They utilized the 

pristine graphite foil as working electrode to avoid the use of any surface modifier for electrode. 

They demonstrate a good sensitivity towards heavy metal detection with a LOD less than 2 ppb. 

Electrochemical methods always need to require a pretreatment or preconcentration process which 

could increase the complexity of the systems.  

Microwave technology can realize detection without any chemical modification and additions and 

physical contact with samples is not required for microwave sensing which prevent the possibility 

for cross contamination of the samples [11]. Microwave technology has been used for materials 

sensing based on the interactions between target materials and generated electromagnetic waves. 

Microwave sensing can be used to track the difference of materials’ electrical properties including 

permittivity, conductivity, capacitance, resistance, and inductance [134, 139, 243]. Vector network 

analyzer (VNA) is a common used device to carry out microwave detection process by offering 

frequency sweep and detecting the magnitude and phase of reflection coefficient (S11) [244]. The 

planar structured microwave resonator with small size enables the combination with microfluidics 

to construct a system to realize real-time detection with fast detection rate and low consumption 

of samples [245]. Boybay et.al have fabricated the microwave resonator using photolithography 

and electroplating and bound with a Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chip to detect droplet contents 

using microwave [11]. Droplets with different permittivity and conductivity can be distinguished 

in a short time. Frau et al. have recently reported a novel approach to detect Zinc in water by using 

a planar microwave sensor with screen printed based coating [246]. The microwave sensor is 
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fabricated with gold made eight-pair interdigital electrode by screen printing and coated with β-

Bi2O3. The utilization of coated β-Bi2O3 in their work is aimed to increase the reaction and 

sensitivity towards zinc detection based on the adsorption and its rapid electron transfer kinetic. 

They demonstrated that the sensor with 60 µm of β-Bi2O3 shows a better sensing performance than 

bare sensors for zinc detection.  

Microwave technology has been proved to be a reliable method to detect materials with different 

properties. The addition of nanomaterials has been used for many detection applications to 

improve the sensitivity of tests [44].  In this work, we report a novel method with the ingenious 

cooperation of nanomaterials, microwave technology and a microfluidic platform, which is 

capable to detect the amount of lead in water. The addition of nanomaterials on the resonator has 

been proved to improve the sensitivity for heavy metals detection. The sample is tested in distilled 

water and tap water to verify the universality of this method. Finally, a portable and low cost Nano-

VNA is employed to carry out the sensing experiments to justify that this method can be widely 

used for real time detection of lead amount in water.  

7.3. Experiments 

7.3.1. Materials and devices 

The detection device is based on a microfluidic chip with fluid inlet, outlet, and microfluidic 

channel microwave resonator and a VNA. The schematic of the entire devices is shown in Figure 

7.1. The microwave resonator is a co-centric ring structure which is fabricated through 

photolithography and electroplating processing based on purchased 500 Å copper coated glass 

slide (EMF Corporation). The detailed fabrication process has been described in one of our 
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previous published paper [11]. In this co-centric structure, the outer loop receives signal from VNA 

and the inner loop has a capacitive gap which is aligned with microchannel to sense the materials 

passing through resonator areas. After the fabrication of microwave resonator, 5 μL  Au-NPs 

solution is dropped on the resonator area and let it dry in the fume hood. A passivation layer on 

top of the resonator can protect the resonator to get contaminated and short circuited.  A mixture 

of Toluene, PDMS, and curing agent with the mass ratio 11:10:1 is prepared and coated onto the 

resonator.  To bond PDMS chip and glass slide with microwave resonator, they are both treated 

with oxygen plasma at 29.7 W, 500 mTorr for 2 min and the bonding process is operated under 

microscope. Finally, an SMA connector (Tab Contact, Johnson Components) is soldered with 

microwave resonator outer loop to connect with VNA. In Figure 7.2, it despites a layer by layer 

structure of the microfluidic chip with an integrated microwave resonator.  

Figure 7.1. The schematic of the detection system including microfluidic chip integrated with microwave 

sensor and VNA for signal detection connected with coaxial cable 
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Figure 7.2. A layer by layer structure of microfluidic chip with microwave sensor 

7.3.2. Sample preparation 

Lead solution in the experiments are prepared based on ICP standard solution (Sigma, 1000 mg/L 

Pb, 41318-100ML-F). The stock solution is then dissolved in deionized water (Sigma, 

8483331000). To prepare different concentration solutions, 10000 ppb and 100 ppb lead solution 

are firstly prepared as stock solution and then diluted to lower concentration solutions. The 

following concentration of lead solutions have been prepared including 1 ppb, 5 ppb, 10 ppb, 50 

ppb, 100 ppb, 500 ppb, and 1000 ppb. To test the reliability of this method sensing real samples, 

tap water from Engineering 3 building of University of Waterloo is collected and used to dissolve 

lead stock solution.  

7.3.3. Experiments  

In the measurement process, a pressure pump is used to pump the fluid samples to chip inlets and 

let it pass through resonator areas. Au-NPs modified resonator is firstly compared with regular 

microwave resonator to test the lead samples dissolved in distilled water using a commercial VNA 

(Anstrisu MS2028C). To prove the reliability of this method, lead samples then dissolved in 
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collected tap water and is designed to be detected using the same method. Finally, a portable Nano-

VNA is used to carry out the sensing process to replace commercial VNA.  

7.4. Results and discussion 

Two kinds of microfluidic chips with integrated microwave resonator are prepared for sensing 

tests. They can be distinguished by the sensor area coating. The first one is bare sensor without 

any modification in the sensor area as illustrated in Figure 7.3 a. Another chip has the Au-NPs 

modified sensors which can be seen under microscope which is present in Figure 7.3 b and it 

demonstrates that Au-NPs is successfully coated onto the resonators area.  

Figure 7.3. Photo of microwave (a) without Au-NPs coating and (b) with Au-NPs coating  

The sample containing ICP standard lead dissolved in distilled water is tested for sensing using 

microfluidic chips with and without Au-NPs modified resonator. In Figure 7.4a and 7.4b, it 

exhibits the frequency sweep images of two chips for five different concentration of lead solution 

including 0 ppb, 1ppb, 10 ppb, 100 ppb and 1000 ppb. In microwave sensing, the resonance 

frequency shift can be used to characterize the dielectric properties of the materials in resonator 

areas. From the images, frequency sweep lines are different for each concentration of lead solution 

and a resonance frequency shift can be observed by using Au-NPs coated resonator. Also it exhibits 
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a clear magnitude difference for different samples. However, for the bare resonator without any 

surface modification, the frequency sweeps are similar among different concentration samples and 

resonance frequencies and magnitude of scattering parameters are close to each other, which are 

hard to be distinguished from the figure. In Figure 7.4c, the resonance frequency shift for two 

resonators with more concentration cases are summarized and clearly presented. The resonance 

frequency shift in Y-axis is defined as comparison with pure distilled water case in the Figure 7.4c. 

The black line in the figure is the frequency shift for Au-coated resonator, which shows a sharper 

trend than red line of bare sensors case without any modification resonator. For Au-coated 

resonator, frequency shift changes from 5 MHz to 28 MHz corresponding to the concentration 

ranges from 1ppb to 1000 ppb. In contrast, the frequency shift for no modification resonator has 

very small changes about 1-2 MHz for different concentration of lead solutions compared with 

distilled water. Besides tracking the shift of resonance frequency, one can also use scattering 

parameters magnitude to determine the lead concentration. In Figure 7.4d, it exhibits the reflection 

coefficient magnitude change for different concentration lead solution by using Au-NPs modified 

chip. As the concentration increasing, there is an increase trend for the magnitude of S11 and the 

magnitude of S11 changes from -16 dB for 1 ppb sample to -10 dB for 1000 ppb sample.  
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Figure 7.4. Sensing results for lead dissolved in distilled water (a) Frequency sweep for chip without any 

modification (b) Frequency sweep for chip with Au-NPs coating (c) Summarized frequency shift for two 

different chips. (d) S11 magnitude change for lead samples with the chip with Au-NPs modification 

Dissolving lead samples in distilled water is the ideal case. To demonstrate the ability of this 

method to detect lead amount in real drinking water, tap water is collected and then used to dissolve 

lead samples. Tap water is different from distilled water since it has other ions which may influence 

the sensing results. In Figure 7.5 a and b, they show the frequency sweep for bare sensor and Au-

modified sensor. Samples dissolved in tap water shows a similar trend as in distilled water. By 

comparing Au-NPs coated sensor and bare sensors, it indicates that there is a bigger frequency 
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shift for different concentration of lead solutions in tap water by using Au-NPs modified sensor. 

And slightly frequency shift is observed in Figure 7.5a for bare sensor case. In Figure 7.5c, a 

summarized frequency shift is presented exhibiting the difference between gold modified sensor 

and bare sensor. The frequency shift plot indicated that for Au-NPs coated sensors, resonance 

frequency shifts about 25MHz from 1 ppb solution to 1000 ppb solution. However, for the bare 

sensor, the resonance frequency possesses a tiny change when sample concentration varies. In 

Figure 7.5d, it shows the magnitude change of scattering parameters. As the increase of lead 

solution concentration, the magnitude also increases due to the increasing of conductivity. From 

these experiments, a same trend for these two kinds of resonators is observed for lead in tap water 

and distilled water showing that this method is capable to detect lead amount in tap water.  
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Figure 7.5. Sensing results for lead dissolved in tap water (a) Frequency sweep for chip without any 

modification (b) Frequency sweep for chip with Au-NPs coating (c) Summarized frequency shift for two 

different chips. (d) S11 magnitude change for lead samples with the chip with Au-NPs modification 

To construct a POC device, detector is another key component besides the microfluidic platform 

with integrated sensor. In our system, VNA is employed as a detector for analyzing signals. In last 

two parts experiments, a commercial VNA is employed to provide analysis of microwave signal. 

These types of VNA can usually give very sensitive analysis with high resolution and wide 

frequency ranges. However, the shortcoming of this device lies in the high cost which is not 

affordable for widely use applications. Therefore, here we utilize a low cost and portable Nano-

VNA to replace commercial VNA and justify that our method can be used for real-time detection. 
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The Nano-VNA has a frequency ranging from 50 KHz to 3GHz which is not comparable with 

commercial VNA. However, since the resonance frequency for our case is around 2.3GHz, it is 

capability to carry out the microwave sensing for our experiments. In Figure 7.6 a and b, it shows 

the frequency sweep results for two chips without and with the Au modification. Because the 

sweep points for NanoVNA has a limitation, in order to maintain high sensitivity, the fweep 

frequency range of NanoVNA need to be narrow down. This is the reason that Figure 7.6 a and b 

have a narrower range of frequency sweep than Figure 7.4 a and b.  

Similar to the results using commercial VNA, the resonance frequency of lead solution tends to 

shift by using Au-NPs modified resonator when comparing to that of pure water. For non-coated 

resonator, it has negligible change in resonance frequency which is different from Au coated one. 

In Figure 7.6 c and d, it further confirms that the sensing results acquired by NanoVNA have a 

similar performance as commercial VNA by using same samples and chips. But it is worth taking 

note of the precision for these two VNA devices is slight different. Comparing the results by using 

commercial VNA, the utilization of NanoVNA can provide similar results as commercial VNA 

but there are still spaces for improvement in terms of resolution and accuracy. It can be seen that 

the frequency sweep in Figure 7.4 a and b have a smoother trend than Figure 7.6 a and b. And for 

summarized resonance frequency shift, the results acquired from NanoVNA have a bigger error 

bar than commercial one. Although NanoVNA still has some limitations regarding to the 

measurement resolution, it is a still promising detection device for heavy metals detection because 

it is capable to meet the detection standard. And the low cost and portable size of device can make 

it more appropriate for real-time detection. 
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Figure 7.6. Sensing results for lead dissolved in distill water using NanoVNA as a detector(a) Frequency 

sweep for chip without any modification (b) Frequency sweep for chip with Au-NPs coating (c) 

Summarized frequency shift for two different chips. (d) S11 magnitude change for lead samples with the 

chip with Au-NPs modification 

7.5. Conclusions 

In this work, a new sensing method-microwave sensing is demonstrated for lead detection. The 

sensing device is based on a microfluidic platform with microwave sensor integrated. The 

microwave sensor modified with gold nanoparticles shows a bigger frequency shift for different 

concentration of lead solutions than the sensor without any modification. Tap water is used to 

mimic the real water sample and tap water obtains similar results as distilled water, validating this 
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method is eligible to carry out the detection with real samples. Finally, the utilization of a portable 

NanoVNA is used to perform detections and shows the prospect of this method to be widely used 

for real time sensing.   
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Chapter 8 : Conclusions and Recommendations 

8.1. Conclusions 

The trend for miniaturization have led to a concept LOC which compacts multiple function to a 

tiny system to operate tasks including reaction, detection and imaging which are normally carried 

out in bulk laboratory. The utilization of droplet microfluidics in LOC systems offers the 

opportunities for many fundamental research and practical applications which requires precise 

measurements and manipulations of samples. Droplet microfluidics features many advantages, 

which allows great reduction in sample use and reaction time and maintains good control over 

individual droplets since they are isolated with each other by carrier fluid. Droplet manipulation 

such as droplet mixing, or generation, is necessary and impactful for many applications. Active 

methods for droplet manipulation have the promise to offer more control in the manipulation by 

tuning the external sources and have the potential to realize on demand droplet manipulations. As 

many applications require precise control over droplets to get accurate results and efficient 

reaction, it is necessary to have a comprehensive understanding for active methods to better design 

this process and thus come up with new strategies for active methods to induce droplet 

manipulations.  

Besides precise droplet manipulation, there are other functions in droplet microfluidics systems to 

meet the requirements for academic and practical research for example heating and sensing. 

Heating is necessary for tasks in droplet microfluidics which requires energy to facilitate the 

reactions, while sensing can help to acquire the droplet information including content, temperature, 

size or concentration for detection and diagnose purposes. Microwave technology can be 
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integrated with droplet microfluidics for precise and efficient heating and sensing purposes. In 

order to construct an effective and functional microfluidics systems, mechanism and applications 

for microwave technology contributing to droplet manipulation, real-time detection and multiple 

resonators in microfluidic system need to be understood and explored.  

The focus of this thesis is to develop microfluidic system with microwave technology for sensing 

and heating. The main objective was to fundamentally and practically investigate microwave 

technology for sensing and heating purposes to realize multiple functions in microfluidics systems. 

Microwave heating has been employed as active methods for microfluidics droplet manipulation 

including mixing and generation. A fundamental work regarding to crosstalk between two 

microwave resonators is carried out to find the optimized design for two resonators in a single 

chip, which can be used for simultaneous microwave sensing and heating. Finally microwave 

sensing is combined with microfluidic platform to realize an application for real time lead 

detection. The main conclusions drawn from this work are as follows: 

Mechanism of microwave heating induced droplet mixing was studied by numerical method. By 

simulating the flow and concentration field inside droplets, we investigated the effects of 

temperature-dependent parameters including fluid density, viscosity, diffusion coefficient, and 

interfacial tension on the mixing performance inside droplets. Both streamline pattern and 

concentration field shows the prime role of interfacial tension in this process. For the simulation 

cases when density, viscosity, diffusion coefficient are kept constant respectively, it is found that 

the mixing index can reach to around 0.84 within 320 ms with microwave heating and it would be 

slightly increased to 0.47 when only the interfacial tension was made independent on temperature, 
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which suggests that the temperature-dependent interfacial tension is the dominant factor for 

microwave heating induced mixing. 

Continuing the mechanism study of microwave heating induced droplet mixing, a simple and novel 

method is reported for on-demand droplet generation mediated by microwave heating. The 

microwave heater is capable of confining power into a small region realizing localized heating 

which is advantageous for controlling droplet generation on-demand because the temperature of 

the fluid can be increased or decreased quickly. This work demonstrates that microwave heating 

can induce droplet generation by generates disturbance to the interface by reducing the interfacial 

tension through temperature change. The oil and water interface should be kept close to the 

junction for a better generation performance because it requires less pressure to generate droplets. 

The relationship between microwave power and generation time has been investigated showing 

that higher microwave power can result a short generation cycle.  

Subsequently, to realize multiplex functions for selective heating in microfluidics system, we 

numerically and experimentally investigated the crosstalk between two adjacent resonators in a 

microfluidic chips. Work has been done to overcome the crosstalk phenomena by investigating the 

influence of parameters including two resonators’ interval, loop radius, and input power. An 

optimized design with 10 mm interval between two resonators are confirmed with less crosstalk 

inference and can be used for next step experiments. Optimizing resonator’s design by increasing 

inner loop radius or decreasing outer loop radius can also alleviate the crosstalk between two 

resonators. Lower input power if applicable is desired to reduce crosstalk.  

Finally, an application based on microfluidics platform with the employment of microwave 

sensing has been presented. The sensing device is based on a microfluidic platform with 
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microwave sensor integrated. Gold nanoparticles were used to modify the microwave sensor and 

it shows a bigger frequency shift for different concentration of lead solutions than the sensor 

without any modification. Tap water is used to mimic the real water sample and tap water obtains 

similar results as distilled water, validating this method is eligible to carry out the detection with 

real samples. The utilization of a portable NanoVNA is used to perform detections and shows the 

prospect of this method to be widely used for real time sensing. This work develops the potential 

for microfluidics integrated microwave sensor for in-situ detection of heave metals with addition 

of nanomaterials.  

8.2. Recommendations 

This research presents a promising step to improve the understanding of microwave technology 

used in microfluidic systems. It also explores the applications using microwave technology based 

on microfluidic platforms. However, there are still spaces for improvement regarding to 

microfluidic platform integrated with microwave technology. 

As the accomplishment of the investigation over crosstalk between double resonators, multiple 

microwave resonators microfluidic system are expected to be constructed to realize multiplex 

functions. Different microwave resonators can serve as heater and sensor respectively. Selective 

heating is one of the applications which can be realized by double resonators system, with one 

resonator for sensing and another resonator for heating purposes. If two resonators for sensing and 

heating can be linked together by a backstage system, resonator for sensing can provide fluid 

information to the resonator for heating. Then, an automatic microwave heating system can be 

constructed in microfluidic platforms. 
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There are still many applications related to microwave sensing and heating which can be developed 

in biochemical areas. The dielectric properties of many biochemical materials or biochemical 

reaction can be tracked by microwave sensing without any chemical labelling. With the 

enhancement performance of microwave sensors modified by nanomaterials, microwave sensing 

can be widely used in biochemical areas for small materials detection and diagnosis.  
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